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instantly,
becausephysical
disappear
startsfromzero,buildsup rapidlyto a peak,andthendecaysbackto zeroat somerate.But
howdo you find the exactshapeof that curve?
lf you'rethe ownerof an HP 5180AWaveformRecorder,you can aim the flashat a
photoelectric
detectorthatconvertslightto voltage,connectthevoltageoutputofthedetector
to oneofthe5180A'sinputs,andfirethebulb.Thewaveformrecorderwillsamplethedetector
voltageat a rateof 20 milliontimespersecond,converteachsampleto a binarynumberusinga circuitcalledan
analog-to-digital
converter;and storethe numbers-upto 16,384of them-in a digitalmemory.lf enough
fromthem.Sincethe samplesarestoredin a memory,
samplesaretaken,the waveformcanbe reconstructed
the waveformcan be reconstructed
overand overagain.lt can be displayedon a screenwiththe time scale
expanded
so youcanseethe shapeof the lightoutputcurve,or youcantransmitthe numbersto a computer
you'veprogrammed
to analyzethisdata.
Examplesof transientsignalsaboundin industry,andwaveformrecordersto capturethemcanbe obtained
from severalmanufacturers.
The majorcontributionof the 5180A,HP's first waveformrecorder,is that its
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converters,butat presentno standardsexist,
workingon industry-wide
standardsfor testinganalog-to-digital
the 5180Ais the only recorderthat is testedand specifiedso completely.
andto its designers'
knowledge,
for preciseusercontrolof
itslargememory,itsfacilities
The5180Amakesothercontributions,
too,including
what it records,and severalotherfeaturesnewto waveformrecorders.Pages3 to 34 of this issuecoverits
beginning
product,Model5181ADisplay/Tape
StorageModule,is described
designandtesting.A companion
tapeunitfor
The5181Aprovides
one,alongwitha cartridge
on page34.The5180Ahasnobuilt-inCRTdisplay.
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WaveformRecordingwith a
High-Dynam
ic-Performance
Instrument
Thisnewwaveform
recorderdigitizesand storessingle-shot
or repetitivesignals.lts ten-bit,20-MHzanalog-to-digital
converterdeliversexceptionalperformancethat is fully
underreahsticoperatrng
specifiedand characterized
conditions
by JamesL. Sordenand MarkS. Allen
AVEFORM RECORDERS are general-purpose,
time-domain measuring instruments that take
samples of analog waveforms and store the sample values as digital data suitable for analysis by a computer.
Waveform recorders offer performance far beyond that of
other measurement techniques for analog signal capture
and analysis. Waveform recorders are generally suited to
measurements of both transient or single-shot waveforms
and continuous or repetitive waveforms. Applications are
found in virtually every area ofscience and technology. The
following is a partial list.
Electrical and electronic engineering (power supply testing, computer disc testing, servomechanism design,
radar and communications system testing, waveform
analysis)
Materials science (pressure vessel testing, acoustic emissionl

Electromagneticcompatibility studies
Energy research
Physics and chemistry (laser spectroscopy,flash photolysis, reaction kinetics)
Ultrasonics
Explosivestesting
Ballistics
Biomedical research
Medical ultrasound
The new HP 5180A WaveformRecorder,Fig. 1, is a highaccuracyinstrument that digitizes input waveformsat a rate
of z0 million samplesper second.It is the first waveform
recorder whose dynamic performanceis tested and fully
specified so the user knows just how accuratelythe measurement results represent an input waveform, even a
rapidly changing one with frequency components to 10
MHz. The 51S0A offers 60-dB dynamic range, pretrigger
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Fig. 1. Model 5180A Waveform
Recorder digitizes input waveforms wrthhigh accuracy at a rate
of 20 millionsamp/esper second.
It has many features that make it
easy to use and incorporateinto
automatictesl systems.
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waveform capture, and the ability to transfer the data to a
computer. Its dynamic range and fast data transfer make
the 5180A ideal for automatic test systems.
Elements of a Waveform Becorder
The block diagramof the 5180AWaveformRecorder'Fig.
2, is typical of waveform recorders in general. Elements
common to all such instruments are:
Input signal conditioning, often including multiple sensitivity rangesand high impedance.
High-speedanalog-to-digitalconverter(ADC).Many different and often novel techniques have been applied
here. Scan-converterCRTs,analog shift registers using
charge-coupleddevices (CCDs),flash conversion ADCs
without sample-and-hold,and other techniquesare used
in some of today's instruments.
High-speed memory system capable of following the
ADC output, or a slower ADC and memory system in
scan-converteror CCD applications.
Internal and external triggering circuitry to define the
beginning and end of a measurement.
Time baseand oscillator system for control of the ADC
sample interval.
Digital system controller. All recent waveform recorder
systemsuse microprocessorcontrol.
Digital I/O, usually HP-IB,* often supplemented with
V.24orfull paralothermethodssuchasRS-232-C/CCITT
lel direct memory access(DMA).
Analog output capableof driving an external directedbeam or raster display and/or an internal CRT display.
10-bit ADC is folIn the 5180A,a 20-MHz-sample-rate,
lowed by 16,38410-bitwords of memory (Fig.2).The ADC
samplesthe input signalat 20 million samplesper second
and the memory storesthe resulting 10-bit digital codesat
user-selectablerates.
Sincethe waveform data is capturedin a digital memory,
all digital waveformrecordersoffer someform of pretrigger,
a feature found also in logic analyzers.In this mode, the
memory recordsin a circular configuration.**The trigger
is then used to stop the memory after an adjustabledelay.If
the delay is setto be the sameas one sweepwidth, the result
* H e w e t t - P a c k a rIdn t e r f a c B
e u s H P ' s m p l e m e n t a l i oonl I E E ES t a n d a r d4 8 8 ( 1 9 7 8 )
* *Samplesare storedsequenta ly in memorystartingwiththefirstword Whenthe astword
is I ed the nextsampe va ue s storedin the I rstword and recordrngcontinues
::1"#?

is the same as a storage oscilloscope-the waveform is visible only after the trigger point. However, with adjustable
pretrigger, the recorder can be set to show any amount of
time ahead of the trigger so the cause of the trigger can be
seen. With the 5180A, the pretrigger is adjustable from 0 to
100% of the record length.
Post-trigger delay can also be added to view a segment of
the waveform well after the trigger. This capability is useful
for characterizing various parts of a long waveform measured from a common trigger point. A television video
signal is a good example of a signal that is easily measured
using the delay features of the 5180A. The vertical frame
sync pulse can be used as the trigger signal, and the 5180A
trigger delay can be set to capture any ofthe 525 scan lines
of data.
An obvious difference between a waveform recorder and
a conventional storage oscilloscope is that the recorder
stores data in a digital memory, so a waveform can be
manipulated following its capture. It can be displayed on a
standard X-Y display by replaying the stored data through a
low-speed digital-to-analog converter (DAC). This gives a
display that neither flickers nor fades with time. With a
proper digital interface the digital data may be sent to a
computer for analysis and plotted or returned for display.
Inside the 5180A
As shown in Fig. 2, the 5180A includes the elements
typical of other waveform recorders, along with some new
ones. The two 1-Mfl high-impedance channels can be used
together in the Chop A,B mode or either can be used as a
single input. For the finest performance there is an extra
precision 50f) channel, AUX.
The AUX channel is relay-switched in place of the highimpedance channels for applications requiring the highest
bandwidth, lowest drift, and lowest noise. This input is
optimized for use with 50O systems or customized input
signal conditioning such as special anti-aliasing filters. The
design of such filters is made considerably easier because
the system bandwidth is far beyond anti-aliasing requirements. The AUX channel is overvoltage and power protected by an internal clamp circuit and a front-panel fuse.
Analog-to-Digital Converter
The ADC in the 5180A is designed to give an accurate
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Fig. 2. The 5180A WaveformRecorder has a 20-MHz, 1)-bit
analog-to-digitalconverter and
16Kwordsof memory.ChannelsA
and B are high-impedancechannels and the auxiliary input is a
precision50Qchannel.
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Flg. 3. Adjustablehysteresismakesit possib/eto set fhe
5180Ato tilgger reliablyon small signalsor on large noisy
signals.(ln this example,the signal musl cross the lower
thresholdand then the upper thresholdto trigger the
rccorcler.)
representationof the input waveform (seearticle, page 9).
Input bandwidths of the amplifiers and sample-and-hold
circuit are much higher than the maximum sample rate to
reduce the possibility that these circuits will influence the
measuredwaveform. A complete set of specificationsand
teststo verify them provides the confidencethat the 5180,4'
will do what it claims (see article, page 27).
DigitalTrigger
Historically, the secondmost difficult assignmentfor any
measurementinstrument of this class(afterdigitizing accurately) has been to trigger properly. The 5180A trigger circuit uses the digital data from the ADC. This makes the
trigger level easilysettableand repeatable.It is alsopossible
to set the sensitivity ofthe trigger circuit. The 51804 has a
hysteresis control which varies the width of the band that
the signal must go through beforea trigger can occur. This
makes it possible to trigger reliably on both small signals
(by settingthe hysteresissmall) and large signalswith large
amounts of noise. Fig. 3 illustrates this feature.In the top
trace, the hysteresisis small and the machine triggers on
noise.In the bottom tracethe hysteresishasbeenadjustedto
account for the noise.
The selectable hysteresis feature means that the 51804
actually has two settable trigger levels, one for the trigger
and one for the hysteresis. By rearranging the circuit
slightly, the 5180A can offerbitrigger, the ability to trigger
on a signal if the absolute value exceeds a certain range.
This feafure allows triggering on transients where the exact
amplitude and direction are not known. For example, it is
possible to detect spikes on either the positive or the negative cycle of the 60-Hz line (Fig. a).
High-Speed Memory
The 5180A has one of the largest memories available in a
waveform recorder. While a conventional storage oscilloscope exhibits about 1% time resolution for any stored
signal and many other waveform recorders offer 1-to-2K
memoriesfor 0.5 to O.1o/o
time resolution, the 16K samples
resolution.This improvement
of the 5180Aprovide 0.0060/o
in time resolution results in a much higher probability that

the transient to be investigated will be fully captured. At the
fastest sample rate of 50 ns per point, a 0.8-ms record is
achieved.
The memory is implemented using fast NMOS static
RAM (random-accessmemory) chips of the commercially
available 21,47family. To ensure a reliable 20-MHz range,
two ranks of tO bits each arc written into sequentially. The
memory may be partitioned into 1 to 32 blocks. This allows
the user to measurea long transient or divide the memory so
that consecutive short events may be captured. An autoadvance feature is available to advance the memory location
following each measurementso that up to 32 events may be
recorded without operator intervention. Each event is captured with a corresponding clock time so that it may be
reviewed later along with its time of occurrence.
Microprocessor
The 5180A'smicroprocessorsectionis basedon the B-bit
6800.There arefour major subsections:processor,program
storage, variable storage, and inpuUoutput (I/O). The microprocessorhas the ability to read status from and control
various attributes of the measurement sections (time base,
memory control, input amplifier, trigger).
The processordesign is based on a design used in the IIP
53704 Universal Time-Interval Counter and the HP 5359A
Time Synthesizer. The program storage consists of 36K
bytes of ROM fread-only memory). 1408 bytes of NMOS
RAM are used to store temporary variables such as numbers
used in computations, and there are 512 bytes of batterybacked-up CMOS RAM for storage of the current frontpanel settings and up to four additional setups.
The I/O subsection contains two interfaces for
compute$-HP-IB and parallel DMA-and two interfaces
for bench use-XYZ display and front-panel keyboard. The
IIP-IB is implemented using a large-scale integrated (LSI)
circuit chip. The microprocessor sends and receives data
under software control. The parallel DMA interface was
designedin conjunction with the memory control block to
allow the processorto be shut off and data to be transmitted
from the memory control, over the processor bus, and out
the parallel DMA interface at a maximum of 1M words per
second. Since speed is important, the design uses lowpowerand standardSchottkyTTL ICs.The XYZ display has
its own refresh RAM, address counters, and X and Y DACs
and amplifiers. The microprocessor places data in the XYZ
display RAM and the circuit continuously refreshes the
display by sending RAM data to the DACs. A significant
advantage of this is that the picture remains on the screen
even during the next measurement,instead of blanking out,
(continuedon page 8)
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Waveform Recording with
the 5180A
Applications for waveform recorders range from subsonic
seismic surveyingand biomedical researchto microwavefrequenciesand beyond,includingradar and laserexperiments.
The followingexamplesof electronicapplicationsdemonstrate
in
the caoabilities
of the HP5180AWaveformRecorderdescribed
the accompanyingarticle.
Power Supply Testing
A commontransientin an instrumentis the turn-oncharacterisquiet
tic. For example,a reliable,well regulatedand electrically
powersupplyis a mustfora welldesignedinstrument.
Theturn-on
and load change responsesof the power supply are extremely
important.Detailedknowledgeof the behaviorof the supply becomes even moredesirablewhen the supply has automaticovervoltage and overcurrentshufdown. Input surge currents can
causethe supplyto shutdown as the instrumentis poweredon. A
waveformrecordercan be triggeredon the shut-downsignaland
look backwardsto find the cause of the shut-downand to show
how the power supply voltagedecays.
Microprocessor Applications
Another application involvesthe interactionof digital microprocessorcircuits and an asynchronousinterrupt.Fig. 1 illustratesthe power-downsequencein the 5180A.A powerfailsignal
gives advancewarningthat the power is going down so that the
microprocessorcan calculate a checksumfor the CMOS RAM
that storesthe front-panelsettings.Whenthe interruptoccurs,the
microprocessorcalculatesthe checksumand thenwrite-protects
the RAM.In a gooddesign,the checksumroutineis shortenough
that it can be completedbeforethe power drops belowthe level
required by the microprocessor.
In Fig. 1 the measurement
was triggeredon the powerfailsignal.The 5180Awas set to pretriggerabout -5% , In otherwords,it
was set to load about 5oloof its memory with samples of the
waveformbeforethe triggerpoint.Themeasurementwas made in
(ChopA,B) modewithchannelA connectedto
the dual-channel
hp

51804

the CMOSRAMdisablelineand channelB connectedto the +5V
powersupply.The CMOSRAMdisablesignalis the resultof the
completionof the checksum routine.
Disc Memory Testing
In the area of computer disc testing the 51804 is useful for
analysisof the head positioningservosystem
electromechanical
and for analysisof the read/writeelectronics.The top traceof Fig.
2 showsa 16K recordof data readfrom a disc. In this case,the
disc is divided into sectorsof 256 byteseach. At the end of each
sector is a check word. lf there has been an error in readingthe
sector,the check word will not agreewiththe one computedfrom
the data read. This conditionis used to triggerthe 5180A in a
-10f/o trigger measurement.The record then contains16K
points that representthe electronicsignal from the read head
duringthe readingof the sectorin question.The data can be sent
to a computerand a patternrecognitionroutinecan be runto look
for an error.
The bottomtrace in Fig. 2 showsthe error,a pulsethat did not
completelycross the logic threshold.Thereare many causesfor
errors in reading: imperfectionsin the magnetic materialitself,
noisein the amplifiers,poor head positioning,pulse crowding,
and in flexiblediscs,head bounce.By isolatingthe problemwith
the waveformrecorder,the disc can be exercisedrepeatedlyfor
many hours and the errors saved for study. The characteristic
shape of the error can give a clue to the cause of the problem.
Use with Spectrum Analyzer
A powerful measurementcapabilitycan be realizedby combining a spectrum analyzerand the 5180A. The versatilityof the
spectrum analyzer in receiving and down-convertingincident
microwavesignalsmatchesthe 5180A'sabilityto digitizeand
storean input.Thesetupis shownin Fig.3. Whetherthe 5180Ais
connectedto the spectrumanalyzer'slF or video output, timedomaininformationfromthe RF inputcan be stored in the 5180A
and processedas desired.Sincethe 5.180Ais orientedtowards
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Flg. 3, lnterconnections for using the Sl BOA Waveform Recorder with a spectrum analyzer to down-convert srgnals.
Fig,2. Top trace shows data read from a disc. Expanded
bottom trace shows an error, a pulse that did not cross lhe
threshold.
sjngle-shot
data capture,transientor short-duration
signalscan
be reliablymonitoredwith this setup. Becausethe 5180A has
pretnggermeasurementcapability,an RF burst can be completelycaptured,notjusttheportionfollowing
thetrigger.Applicationsfor the 518Ofuspectrum-analyzer
combination
are found in
radarsystemtesting,in noisemeasurements,
and in the processing of communications
signals.
True-rmsmeasurements
can also be made with the setup of
Fig.3. ln the zero-spanmode,the spectrumanalyzerbecomesa
variable-bandwidth,
superheterodynetunable receiver. The
videooutputin zero-spanmode is the time-domain
envelopeof
the RF input.The lF outputfrom the spectrumanalyzeris the
down-converted
versionof the input signal.For the HP 85664
(andmanyotherHPspectrumanalyzers),
the lF centerf requency
is 21.4 MHz,and the lF bandwidthis controlledby the selected
resolutionbandwidth.
Although it is often written that the sample rate required to
recoverthe informationf rom a given input is f.>2fr"", where f. is
the sample rate and fmaxis the highestfrequencycomponentin

the lnput,this inequalityis not completelygeneral.To recover
completelyany input signalfrom the sampled input data, the
minimumrequiredsamplerateis
f s ( m ' n) )

Integerpart of [fru*i1fr",-fr,n;]
This expressiondegeneratesintothe less generalformwhen
frln:0. In words,this generalexpressionstatesthat it may be
possibleto recovercompletelya band-limited
signalwitha sample frequencysmallerthan any frequencyin the inputsignal.
Choosingthe widestpossiblebandwidth(3 MHz),and making
the assumption
thatthe skirtsof the spectrumanalyzerlF system
f requencyresponseareinfinitelysharp,theminimumsamplerate
for complete recoveryof the lF is
2 e2.9)
45.8
:,
: 6 5 4 2 9M H z
rn -efg e , [ 22 s ( 2 2 9 - 19 .9 )]
The techniqueof using a waveformrecorderas a sampling
down-converter
willonlyworkif the recorder'sbandwidthgreatly
exceeds2I^u^,ln thiscase,the 5180A'sbandwidthis adequate.
Fig.4 showsexamplesof communications
signalscapturedby
this method.The signalsare televisionbroadcastsignals.Figs.
4a, 4b and 4c show vertical intervaltest signals, and Fig. 4d
showstwo linesof the picture.

Fig. 4, Television brcadcast signals captured using a waveform
recorder and a spectrum analyzer.
(a), (b), (c) Vertical intervat test
slgna/s.(d) Two lines of the picture.
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Fig. 5. Ihe 5180A's line display
mode connects samDle dots and
provides a continuous display. (a)
Square wave, dot mode. (b)
Square wave, line mode. (c) Sine
wave, dot mode. (d) Sine wave,
line mode.

The front-panel displays and keyboard are driven from several LSI ICs. One IC drives the small digits and scansthe 64
keys, interrupting the microprocessoreach time a key is
pressed.Two other LSI ICs drive the large digits and light
the annunciators.
Software structure in the 51804 consists of a real-time
operating system with foreground (interruptl and
background (measurement) divisions. VO operates in the
foreground under interrupts. Measurementsand tasks that
require the high-speed memory occur in the background.
Communication takes place through locations in both the
temporary and front-panel RAMs. Internal libraries supply
HP-IB I/O routines, stack-oriented 32-bit and 4e-bit
floating-point math routines,integer math routines,and 4K
bytes of HP-GL (Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language)
routines to send an annotated graph of waveform data to
a plotter.
XY Display
Waveform recorders sample waveforms, but the user is
most interested in viewing a waveform as if it were continuous. When the input frequency is low with respect to
the sample rate, the dots appear close together and the
human eye connectsthem automatically. However, when
the input frequencyis high (20 samplesper cycle) the dots
become too far apart, and the eye has trouble, Various
means can be used to connect the dots into a continuous
display. The 5180A low-pass-filtersthe output of the display driver to obtain a smooth curve.The filter is optimized
to provide linear phaseresponseso that squarewaves will
be displayed properly. It also has a sharp cutoff to reproduce sine waves faithfully. Fig. 5 shows sine and square
waves before and after the line mode has been enabled.
Other Operating Features
The 5180,{ is completely programmable.All front-panel
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controls are under microprocessorcontrol. Light-emitting
diode (LED) displays and annunciatorsreflect the current
state of the instrument. These displays facilitate remote
programming of the front-panel controls by echoing commands as they are sent. All fundamental settings have displays so that it is easy to monitor their current states.
A computer may obtain front-panel settings from the
5180A by sending one of many teach/learncommands.The
settings are retumed in the same ASCII* form used to program the 5180A.This form of output is more easily read by
human operators,who can verify the settings.High-speed
memory data is availablein either ASCII for easeof use and
readability or binary code for speed.A 16-bit parallel interface inputs or outputs waveform data at up to one million
10-bit words per second.This is extremely useful when a
rapid seriesof measurementsis needed. For example, LK
recordsmay be read into an HP 98264 Computer with less
than 4 ms between measurements.
Many usesof the 51804 require some form of hard-copy
output. Thereis not always a need,however,for a computer
to read and manipulate the data. The 5180A can output a
completelyannotatedgraph to anyHP 9872BlClSlT,7225A,
7245A18,747OA,
or 7580A/B5APlotter.The output usesthe
HP-GLplotter languageand is sent over the HP-IB.Fig. 1 on
page 6 is an example of this kind of output.
Like an oscilloscope,the 5180,{ is a complicated instrument with many choicesof settings,To makeit easierto use,
the AUTOSETkey causesthe 51804 to searchfor and automatically acquire a repetitive signal. To do this, the
5180A makes measurementsat two different sample rates
and searchesfor a signal in the input channels.It adjuststhe
gain of the channel so the signal nearly fills the vertical dimension of the CRT and then adjusts the time baseso that
*ASCll:American StandardCode for lnformationInterchanoe

from two to five cycles of the input signal are visible. The
trigger level is setat the 50% point of the waveform,and the
hysteresis is set to 25o/"of the peak-to-peakamplitude.
Periodicwaveformsfrom 40Hzto 10 MHz canbeacquired.
Once the desired settingshave been achieved,they may
be saved in the nonvolatile CMOS memory. The current
settingsare always savedwhen the power is shut off. Four
more settingscan also be savedand recalled.This provides
benchtop conveniencewhen multiple standard measurements are made,and reducesthe number of bytesthat need
to be sent when the 5180A is used on the HP-IB.
James L. Sorden
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that we could do the job and that the job was worth doing.
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Designinga Ten-Bit,Twentyple-per-Second
Megasam
Analogto-DigitalConverterSystem
by Arthur S. Muto, Bruce E. Peetz,and RobertC. Rehner,Jr.
HE ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER (ADC) in
HP's new 51804 Waveform Recorder is a customdesigned, high-performance converter capable of
20 million conversionsper second with 10-bit (2-mV)
amplitude resolution, equivalent to 60 dB of dynamic
range.Performancetypically degradesby only one bit from
dc to the Nyquist or "folding" frequency (input frequency
equal to one-half the conversion rate). Credit for this reli-

ableperformanceis due in largepart to two hybrid substrate
assembliesthat contain 12 custom integrated circuits.
High-speed ADCs that can encode or digitize continuously areusually "flash" or all-parallel designs.Theseconverters are extremelv fast becausean N-bit converreruses
2N-1 comparatorstL compare the analog input voltage to
2N-1 precision referencevoltages. For a high-resolution
converterthe amount of circuitry required can becomepro-
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Fig, 1. 51B0A WaveformRecorder parallel-rrpple analoglo-digital
converter(ADC) block diagram.

Encode

hibitive. A 1O-bit flash converter, for example, requires
1023 comparatorsin addition to the necessarylogic circuitry to decodethe comparatoroutputs to a 10-bit binary
code.The large number of high-speedcomparatorsleadsto
excessivelyhigh input capacitanceand to prodigious
power supply requirements.
A technique that trades conversion speed for circuit
simplification is the parallel-seriesor parallel-ripple approach. In a two-pass converter using the parallel-ripple
technique, a coarseflash encode of the input voltage is
performedto get the most-significantbits. Then the analog
voltage equivalentof the coarseencoder'sdigital output is
generatedand this is subtractedfrom the input voltage.The
difference voltage, or residue, is then digitized by a fine
flash encoder to get the least-significantbits.
The parallel-ripple design was selected for the 5180A
ADC instead of the flash converterbecauseof the tremendous reduction in the number of comparatorsneeded. A
10-bit, two-pass,parallel-ripple converterthat includes redundancy (whose purpose will become evident when the
digidzer is describedin detail later) can be built with less
than 100 comparators-an order-of-magnitudereduction'
However, there are significant tradeoffs. Not only is the
parallel-ripple converterslower, but it also requiresseveral
difficult-to-build components: a high-speed digital-toanalog converter(DAC) that transformsthe first-password
into an analoglevel, a high-speedoperationalamplifier that
performs the subtraction,and a high-performancesampleand-hold circuit that guaranteesthat the voltage input to
the parallel-ripple digitizer does not change between the
conversions.
first-passand second-pass
The complete parallel-ripple ADC in the 5180A is contained in a module consisting of five printed circuit board
assembliesthat perform the following functions: sample-

and-hold, parallel-ripple digitizer, precision reference and
power supply, precision timing generator, and redundancy
logic circuitry. The sample-and-hold and digitizer assemblies include hybrid circuits that contain five of six
custom integrated circuits specifically designed for the
5180A. The sixth custom design, found in the input
amplifier hybrid, is described in the box on page 18.
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the ADC moduie.
Sample-and-Hold Design
In HP's parallel-ripple ADC, a sample-and-hold circuit
(S/H) maintains the digitizer's input voltage constant while
both encoder passes digitize the input. A simplified S/H
block diagram appears in Fig. 2. The S/H is directed to
acquire a point on the S/H input waveform by a positive
pulse on the sample line. This pulse forces the sampling
switch to close, causing the hold capacitor to charge to the
voltage at the input to the switch and then follow or track
it. This voltage is a buffered attenuated version of the S/H
input. When the pulse returns low, the switch opens and
the voltage on the capacitor is held because of the high
impedance at this node. The postamplifier buffers the hold
capacitor voltage from the digitizer and amplifies it by a
factor of two to compensate for the resistive attenuator at the
preamplifier output. The function of the attenuator will be
explained later.
Four custom ICs were designed for the S/H using HP's
proprietary S-GHz f1 process, highlights of which are presented in the box on page 15. Two of the ICs are used in the
preamplifier and postamplifier. The remaining two ICsdesigned for the
the sample gate and gate driver-were
sampling switch circuitry shown in Fig. 3. The sampling
switch is a monolithic Schottky diode bridge that is contained on the sample gate chip, a photomicrograph of
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Fig. 2. Simplified sam7le-andhold circuit block diagram.
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which is shown in Fig. 4a. Since the bridge is monolithic,
amplifiers designedto deliver large current pulses having
diodes D1 through D4 are bettermatched and have smaller
subnanosecondrise and fall times. Fast transitions are
parasitic elementsthan bridges made from discretediodes. neededto define the sampling time unambiguously,When
As a result, when the switch is closedby passing a current Ig
the S/H is directed to sample through the differential samthrough the bridge, the bridge remains fully balanced. For
ple and rarnple lines, the open-collectoroutputs of the gate
example, if the voltage at point A is initially much more
driver IC deliver a 1.O-ns-wide
current pulse to the primary
negative than the hold capacitor voltage, then the hold
of the center-tappedpulse transformer.The secondarycurcapacitor will be linearly discharged by the full Is current
rent of the trifilar-wound transformer is nearly double the
through D4. Since the bridge is well balanced, D1 also primary current (core lossesprevent exact doubling). The
conducts Is while D2 and D3 are nonconducting. The resissecondarycurrent is capacitively coupled to the sampling
tor attenuator between the preamplifier output and the
bridge and can be thought of as a floating 50-mA current
bridge prevents this Is current, which can be as large as 50
source connectedacrossthe top and bottom of the bridge
mA, from disturbing the linear operation of the preamplifier.
during the 10-ns sampling time. The large current
High slew rates are characteristic of this linear portion of
amplitude results in fast slewing of the hold capacitorand
the acquisition of the input sample because of the
10F/o sampling efficiency. This level of sampling effilarge magnitude of the IS current. When the hold capacitor
ciency, which indicatesthat the accuracyof eachsampleis
voltage is within about 200 mV of the voltage at point A, then
independent of the value of the previous sample, is an
D2 and D3 begin to conduct and a slower RC-limited disabsoluterequirementfor one-shotapplicationslike the capchargingtakesplace.This slower portion of the acquisition, ture of transient phenomena.
controlled by the hold capacitor and the resistance it
The third special IC designedfor the S/H is a high-speed
sees-one-half Rr plus the resistance of the diodeoperational amplifier (op amp), whose photomicrograph
continues until all four diodes conduct equally. At this
appears in Fig. 5. This amplifier was designed to satisfy
point acquisition of the input sample is complete and the
both the preamplifier and postamplifier functions, and the
voltage on the hold capacitor continues to track the input
samebasic op amp is alsoused in the digitizer and the input
waveform until the sampling switch is openedby reducing
amplifier. Fig. 6 is a simplified schematicof the op amp. Q1
the current Is to zero as quickly as possible to prevent
and Qe are emitter-follower inputs to the gain stageformed
contamination of the hold capacitorvoltageby undesirable by emitter-coupledtransistorsQ2 and Qe. To minimize the
diode current mismatches.
phase delay through the amplifier, important for highThe samplegateIC also containscircuitry neededduring
frequencyphasemargin, only a single stageof gain is used.
the 40-nshold time, when the voltageon the hold capacitor The open-loopgain of the amplifier is adjustedwith a metal
must be kept constant.When Is is equalto zero,the matched
maskoptionwhich selectsR:10, 50,or 75 ohms.The lower
npn current sink and pnp current source drive 1-mA curthe desiredclosed-loopgain, the larger the emitter resistors
rents through the series diodes, D5 through D10. This
must be to increasephase margin by lowering the openreverse-biases
the bridge diodes and lowers the impedance
loop gain. Q5 and Q6 are cascodetransistorsthat increase
at the top and bottom of the bridge, attenuating the feedthe amplifier's bandwidth by minimizing the Miller capacithrough or coupling from point A to the hold capacitor tance of the emitter-coupledpair. The three outboardpnp
acrossthe 1-pF ;'unction capacitancesof the reverse-biased transistors,Q7 through Q9, are connectedas an active curbridge diodes.
rent mirror and form a high-impedance active load to
The current I5 that turns the bridge on is supplied by the
maximize the amplifier's open-loop gain, typically 60 dB.
gatedriver IC, a photomicrographof which is shown in Fig.
Transistor Q10 and Zener diode D1 form an emitter4b. The gatedriver is simply two cascadedemitter-coupled follower buffer and level-shift stage.The output is also an
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Fig.5, Threedifferentversionsof thlshlgh-speedoperational
amplifierare usedin the ADCsystem./t servesas a precircuit
in the sample-and-hold
amplifierand a postamplifier
and as an error amplifierin the digitizer.The chip size is
0.93x1.21mm.

Fig. 4. (a) Samplegate lC containsa monolithicSchottky
diodebridgesamplingswitch.Thechip sizeis 1.3 x1.3 mm.
pulsethat has
(b) GatedriverlC generatesa high-current
subnanosecond
transition
times.Thechipsizeis 1.28x1.28

emitter-follower stage with an emitter current of q0 mA,
which is neededfor driving 50-ohmloadsto +1-volt levels
with low distortion. Q11 is actually three parallel transistors with emitter resistorsto ensurethat they sharecurrent
equally.DiodesD2 and D3 are Schot&y diode clampsthat
minimize the recovery time for input overload situations.
VariablecapacitorC1 can be adjustedto give critical damping of the amplifier's step response,desirablefor high slew
ratesand rapid settling applications as describedlater. The
chip dissipatesnearly 1 watt of power.
For the preamplifier, the op amp is used with 75-ohm
982
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emitter resistorsin a closed-loop,positive gain-of-oneconfiguration. The drift, gain flatness, and linearity of this
amplifier are far superior to the open-loop buffers often
found in other S/H designs.The preamplifier typically has a
full-power bandwidth of 150 megahertzwhen driving the
50-ohm load represented by the resistive attenuator to
2-volt peak-to-peakIevels. The harmonic distortion componentsgeneratedwith a full-scaleinput aregreaterthan 66
dB below the fundamental amplitude, equivalent to onehalf least-significantbit, at any frequency within the 10megahertzNyquist bandwidth of this ADC system.
For the postamplifier, the op amp is used with 50-ohm
emitter resistorsin a closed-loop,positive gain-of-two configuration. The postamplifier is capable of slewing at 1.0
volt per nanosecond,compatible with the high slew rates
associatedwith the hold capacitor voltage. Within a few
nanosecondsafter the sampling switch is opened,the postamplifier has settledenoughfor the digitizer to perform the
first-pass conversion. The bipolar op amp includes pnp
current mirrors to provide input bias current compensation
that reduces the voltage droop of the hold capacitor.The
postamplifier's output stage,capable of *1-volt levels, is
connectedto the digitizer through a short coaxial cablethat
is terminated in 50 ohms at the digitizer to minimize voltage errors causedby line reflections.
The value of the hold capacitorrepresentsa compromise.
A small value lowers the gate driver current requirement
and lowers the RC time constant of the sampling switch
circuitry for wider bandwidth. A large hold capacitor reduces the feedthrough across the reverse-biasedbridge
diodes and reducesthe droop ofthe hold capacitorvoltage
causedby the finite input bias current of the bipolar postamplifier.
Hybrid packaging completesthe S/H design.As the picture of the hybrid assemblyin Fig. 7 shows, the four integrated circuits are interconnectedon a thin-film ceramic
substrateto reduce parasitic reactances.These unwanted

+Vr
External to Chip
*Vr
Out

40 mA

-V5

capacitances and inductances can limit fast, accurate acquisition and contribute to contamination of the hold
capacitor voltage. This packaging concept, previously used
in the HP 9825A Desktop Computer, is described in more
detail later in this article.
The result of the IC and hybrid design efforts is a high-

Fig. 6. Sinplified operational
amplifierschematicdiagram.

performance sample-and-hold circuit. The bandwidth, including the input protection, sampling switch, and both
amplifiers, is typically B0 megahertz. This factor-of-eight
margin over the 10-megahertz Nyquist frequency minimizes analog gain and phase aberrations and allows an
input anti-aliasing filter, if needed, to be designed independently of the less precisely controlled S/H transfer function poles. The high sampling efficiency of the S/H is demonstrated by its ability to acquire the positive and negative
extremes of the full-scale voltage range (*1V) in consecutive sample cycles with full 10-bit resolution (0.1%).

DigitizerDesign

Fig. 7. Samp/e-and-holdhybrid mountedin its heat sink

The digitizer portion of the analog-to-digital converter
system receives the sampled analog signal from the
sample-and-hold circuit and encodes it to obtain a digital
representation. It does this in a multistep operation as
shown in Fig. B. A coarse estimate of the incoming signal is
made by the first-pass encoder, which is accurate to about
five significant bits. The digital estimate is then reconverted to analog form by the digital-to-analog converter IC
and subtracted from the original signal by an error
amplifier. The error amplifier output represents the error
inherent in quantizing the signal to only 5 bits. This error is
digitized by the second-pass encoder, this time to 6-bit
accuracy. The first-pass estimate and the second-pass result
are then combined to give the full 10-bit output of the
digitizer subsystem,
The performance of the digitizer is made possible by the
custom integrated circuits used in the digitizer hybrid. The
key circuit is the four-bit quantizer used in the first and
second passes.The first pass uses two quantizers for five-bit
operation while the second pass uses four quantizers to
obtain six-bit resolution. The quantizer is capable of digitiz-
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ing an analog signal into a four-bit word every four
nanoseconds.
As shown in Fig. 9, the quantizer input signal is received
by a resistor ladder. Since the signal is applied to both ends
of the ladder, it appears on each input of tle 16 amplifier/
buffers. A reference voltage is applied to each end of the
other (reference)resistive ladder' This ladder establishesa
unique reference voltage at each reference input of the 16
amplifier/buffers. As a result, the bank of amplifier/buffers
generatesathermometer code that describesthevalue of the
input voltage compared to the reference voltages. Buffers
whose inputs are greater than their reference voltages give
Input Amplifier/
Bufturs (16)

high ou@uts while buffers whose inputs are less than their
reference voltages give low outputs.
The amplifier/buffer is designed to be a high-bandwidth,
high-slew-rate circuit. The input is buffered by emitter followers (Fig. r0) for high isolation between individual differential switches and the input signal. The buffering also
produces a low input capacitance for the chip, approximately 7.5 pF. The remainder of the design is an emittercoupled, low-gain amplifier. Overall 3-dB bandwidth is
about 1 GHz.
Following the first stage, the latch stage contains circuitry for decoding and latching functions. The initial
Digital
Output
Over
Range

Flg. 9. The four-bit quantizers
used in the digitizer are custom
integratedcircuitsthat can convertan analogsignalintoafour-bit
wordeveryfour nanoseconds.
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Two custom HP integratedcircuit processesplayed a significant part in developingthe 5180AADC module:A S-GHzbipolar
process,usedfor all of the speciallOs in the ADC.and a 1-GHz
bipolarLSI process,used in the inputamplifier(see page 18).
The S-GHz processl was developed to minimizerr and Re,
raisingthe f1 of transistorsto over 5 GHz at lc : 10 mA. The
processfeaturesan ion-implantedbaseand pn-junctionisolation.
The 1-GHz LSI process is designed for high density and
medium frequencyresponse.Very high yield is achieveoon arrayswith300 to 400 gates.This processallowsclock ratesof 175
MHz on low-powercircuits.lt has been used extensivelyfor both
digitaland linearcircuitswhere standardnpn and pnp cells as
well as l2L (integratedinjectionlogic) cells with lOOOgares are
fabricated.
The table below summarizesthe characteristicsof the two
processes.
Parameter

RB
CJeEo
CJeco

ccs
Pr
ls
Metal

- 5.2V
Fig. 10. Quantizer
inputamplifierlbufter
schematicdiagram.
thermometer code is converted by an input cross-coupled
stage(Fig. 11) to an B-bit cyclical code with an overrange
bit. The cross-coupledstageis an AND gatewith one of the
inputs inverted. For the three valid input states,this stage
behaveslike an EXCLUSIVE-OR
circuit, from which a cyclical code is derived. Since the cross-coupledinput to the
latch does a preliminary level of decoding when receiving
the signal, only nine latch circuits are required to hold the
information. The latch portion of this stage is a conventional ECL (emitter-coupledlogic) latch design, with the
latch command applied to a current-steeringpair of transistors that selectseither the input (leam mode) or regenerative (hold mode) transistor pair. The latches use positive
feedbackto regeneratelogic levels from the analog signals
at their inputs when the regenerativepair is selectedby the
latch command. The digital information then advancesto
the logic stage,which convertsthe information to four-bit
binary code with an overrangebit.
The logic designemploys standardECL configurationsto
realize EXCLUSIVE-OR
and AND functions. An additional
circuit combines these functions into a single stage for
overrange decoding. Following the logic stage, Zener
diodes level-shift the signal to the ground-referencestandard for use outside the chip. The data latch that follows is
another conventional ECL design. The ECL output is
distributed differentiallv bv four emitter followers for

S-GHz
Process

1-GHzLSI
Process

31.8
40.0
0.57
0.56
0.20
60.0
3.2x10-16
MolyGold

Line Center-toCenterSpace 5
EmitterLength 4Ox2

units

120
100
O.57
0.52
0.50
100
6.2x10-16
Aluminum
tz
40x1

ps
()
pF
pF
pF
A
pm
pm

Reference
"A New s-GHzProcessfor High-SpeedDigitalCircuits,"IEEEDigest,
1. D.M.DiPietro,
1975 |nternational
Solid-State
CircuitsConference.

maximum versatility.
Special design featuresofthe quantizer enhanceits utility. One is input bias current compensation,A pnp current
mirror is employed on both the signal and referenceinputs.
Eachmirror detectsthe amount of basecurrentflowing into
all of the amplifierhuffer stagesand addsthat much current
to the respective input. Another error-canceling feature is
the use of dual resistiveladders.The resistiveladder on the
reference side provides the linearly weighted reference
voltages used to define the code bins. The side effect of
using an equal-weight ladder for this function is a bowed
error created by base current supplied to the input by the
ladder. By using an identical ladder on the signal side, the
error is made common-mode and is rejected by the
amplifierhuffers.
The use of t6 amplifierhuffers makes parallel configuration of quantizers possible by a coding scheme that preserves the top transition in the form of an overrange bit.
When the signal is above the range of the quantizer, this
fifth bit is on and all the other bits are zero. This five-bit
output simplifies decoding when more than one quantizer
is used. Since the four low-order bits are zero when the
signal is out of rangeof a quantizer,simple wired-ORdecoding is used for thesefour bits. For the five-bit first pass,the
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Fig. 12. Quantizerchip contains600 franslstorsand measures2.98x3.05mm.

J

inputlatchschematicdiagram.
Fig. 11, Quantizer
overrange bit of the lower quantizer becomes the mostsignificant bit. For the six-bit secondpass,the central overrangebit becomesthe MSB, and the secondMSB is simply
decoded from the overrangebits for the three lower quantizers.The quantizercontains600transistorsand dissipates
a maximum of 1..8watts on a 2.98-mm-by-3.05-mmchip
(Fis. "12).
Another key integratedcircuit in the digitizer is the 1O-bit
digital-to-analog converter. The DAC converts five bits
from the first passto an analog signal with 10-bit accuracy.
It usesdifferentially buffered transistor switch cells to route
a fixed current into an R-2R ladder (Fig. 13). The digital
portion of a cell receivesa bit of information, converting it
to a low-level differential signal. This differential signal
drives the analog current-routing portion of the cell in a
high-speed,low-noise fashion. The R-zR ladder combines
the currents from all the cells in a binary fashion to form the
analog voltage. The cell switches and R-2R ladder are all
integratedto reduceparasitic reactances,allowing settling
to 10-bit accuracyin lessthan 15 ns. Trimming for dc errors
is done by external adjustment of the fixed currents. The
DAC dissipates one-half watt on a 2.72-mm-by-1.65-mm
chip (Fig. 1a).
The signal from the DAC is subtractedfrom the sampleand-hold output by the error amplifier. The error amplifier
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is an operationalamplifier identical in design to that used
in the sample-and-hold.For use in the digitizer, a version
with 10-ohm emitter resistorsis used;this is appropriateto
the largeclosed-loopgain required of this amplifier. Setting
the gain is an integratednetwork of silicon resistorsfabricatedon the samewafer as the DAC to provide good matching over temperature and time. The signal is amplified by
thesecomponentsto cover one-halfthe second-passrange,
'|50{)
From
Previous
Stage

75tt

To Next
Stage

Analog
Ground

Digital
Input
Digital
Ground
Vrhresn

VBr""

Trim Resistor

5.2V

- 5.2V

Fig. 13. The digital-to-analog converter (DAC) used in the
parallel-ripple ADC conslsts of ten of these cel/s. Only five
inputs are used in the 5180A.

other half (the two outer quarters)of the range is used for
error correction.
To make the scalederror signal from the first passfall in
the middle half of the second-pass
range,the errorsignalis
offset by one-half of a first-passLSB. This means that the
first-passLSB overlapsthe second-passMSB. The overlapping makesthe final output code somewhatcomplicatedto
extract.As shown in Fig. 15, when the code falls in the
overlapregion, it is equivalentto a point 32 LSB into the
main region with the first-passcode in an adjacent!in.
Mathematically,this meansthat the result should be:
c o d e : 3 2 F + S - 16 ,
Fig. 14. DAC chip measures2.72 xl .65 mm.

Error Analysis
To achieve 10-bit, 2O-megasample/second
operation,
careful allocation of timing and error margins for eachsubsystemwas done. The time budget for the digitizer consists
of 40 ns of hold time. The first 5 ns is allocated for the
sample-and-holdto settleto the six-bit level and for concurrent acquisition ofthe signal by the first pass.The next 35 ns
is allotted for the DAC and error amplifier to receive the
signal and settle.Of this 35 ns, the final + ns is concurrent
with acquisition of the signal by the second pass.
The error budget for the digitizer revolvesaround the use
of an extra bit of resolution in the second pass. It is this
redundancy bit that allows the error signal to be scaledfor
one-half the total second-passrange (the middle halfJ.The

,,

First-Pass

./

Scdmrnl

Reinverled SecondPass Range

where F is the first-pass code and S is tlre second-passcode.
In this digitizer, the mathematics are further complicated
by an inversion done by the error amplifier: the resultant
second-pass code is the complement of the desired
second-passcode. This is handled by altering the formula:
code:32F-S+42.
This code computation is done on another board, the redundancy board (see Fig. 1).
A pair of examples may clarify the error correction
scheme.
Example1: Correctcode : 0110011010

lst-passcode
2nd-passcode
Computation
+

111111

lst-pass error

No error

0 11 0 1
001010

0 11 0 0
101010

0 11 0 1
001010
0110101010

- l

Result

-a

01110

110000
101111

,,'

0 11 0 1
Actual Signal
As Sampled by
Second Pass o------

0110011010

100000
011111

Computation
+

1st-pass error

No error

01011
1 1 0 11 1

o1100
0 1 0 111

0 1 0 11
110111
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 11 1

-l

Result
01011

010000
001111

urutu

000000

Fig. 15. The error signal or residue from the /irst pass ls
scaled and offsetto fall in the middle half of the second_pass
range. Thusthe flrst-passLSB overlaps the secondpass MSB.
lf the first pass makesan error, the overlap o/ fhe second pass
detecrs and corrects the error.

0 1 1 0 0 11 0 1 0

Example2: Correctcode:0110000111

lst-passcode
2nd-passcode

Signal As a
Sampled by
First Pass
01100

0 11 0 0
101010
0 11 01 0 1 0 1 0
-1
+

0110000111

01100
0 1 9 11 1
0 11 0 0 1 0 11
-1_
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 111
+

The errors that the redundancy range corrects are the
incomplete settling of the sample-and-holdsignal at the
time the first passsamplesit and the nonideal digitizing of
the signal by the first pass.The assumptionis madethat the
value ultimately digitized by the secondpassis correct,so
that differencesbetween the first- and second-passvalues
are used to correct first-passerrors.
The error attributable to the first pass allows onequarter-bit enors in any given threshold, which is equivalent to 8 LSB in the second pass. This is within normal
manufacturingtoleranceof the quantizers.The time budget
of 5 ns allows over twice the time normallv needed for
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A 40-MHz Input Amplifier
Any analog{o-digitalconvertersystem has limitedusefulness
withoutappropriatesignalconditioningcircuitryat the inputto
performthe functionsof scalingand offsettingthe lnputsignals.
The inputamplifierof the 5180Aperformsthesefunctionsunder
HP-lBcontrol.Thereare two 1-megohminput channels,which
can be used individuallyor chopped, For users who wish to
an auxiliarychannelprosupply their own signalconditioning,
videsa direct50-ohmconnectionto the ADC module'ssampleand-holdcircuit.
The heartof the inputamplifieris a thin-filmhybrid(Fig.1). On
chip,and an
lCs,a level-shifting
this hybridare two preamplifier
operationalamplifierchip, all designedand built by HewlettPackard.The preamp lOs are built using a z-GHz fr bipolar
process.lThe op amp lC is describedin the accompanying
IC is the first circuitin production
article,and the level-shifting
using HP's MAGICchip.'[/AGIC : multipleaccessgeneralizedinterconnectclrcult

Builtusinga 1-GHzbipolarLSIprocess,the MAGICchip conThe designerdefines
and resistors.
tainsan arrayof transistors
the functionof the circuitby specifyinga customsecondmetal
mask. This approach allowsfast developmenttime at low cost.
Signal voltagespresentedto one oi the two high-impedance
inputs pass througha discreteattenuatorand JFETimpedance
converterassemblywhichdrivesthe hybrid(see Fig.2). On the
hybrid,signalsproceedto the preamp lC wherethe voltagesare
attenuatedand the signal informationis convertedto differential
currentsaresummedwithotherdifferThesedifferential
currents.
Thesecombined
the offsetinformation.
entialcurrentscontaining
currentsare convertedto a differentialvoltagethatis presentedto
the voltageand buffersthe
the MAGICchip, which level-shifts
preamp stage from the output stage. The op amp output stage
convertsthe differentialvoltage to a single-endedvoltage.The
hybrid outputdrivesthe 50-ohminput to the sample-and-hold
circuit.
Becausethegain
Thehybridalsocontains27 thinJilmresistors.
of the circuitis determinedby the ratioof severalof theseresistors,trimmingsomeof the resistorvaluesis a must.An HP9825A
Desktop-Computer-basedautomatic trimr:ningsystem2 heats
by runninga highcurrentthroughit and
each resistorindividually
monitorsthe change in resistancevalue resultingf romthe oxidation of resistormaterial.Resistorsare trimmedtoO.25%tolerance
with low valuesof drift with time.
The 5180Ainputamplifierhas a typicalbandwidthof 60 MHz.
C o u p l e d w i t h t h e A D C s y s t e m t h i s r e s u l t si n a n a m p l i { i e r
bandwidthgreaterthan40 MHzfor a flatfrequencyresponsepast
the Nyquistfrequency.Eachchannelcan be ac coupled.Each
groundedor connectedto a precichannelinputcan be internally
sion 100-mVreferencefor preciseoperationalverificationot the
system.
amplifieriADC
Reference
1. J.K.Nilillard,"AnOscilloscopeVefiica-ChannelAmplifierthatCombineslvonolithic,
Journal,December
Thlck-FilmHybrid,and DiscreteTechnologies,Hewlett-Packard
1975.
2. C. Worley,"PrecisronCutrentTrimmingof Thin-FllmReslstors,"Hewlett-Packard
HybridPackagingConference,June 22, 1981.

-Pat Deane

RecorderinputamplifierhybridcirFig, 1, 5180AWaveform
cuit includes four HP integratedcircuits and 27 thin-film
reslsfors.
acquisition by a quantizer.
The error budget calls for full 10-bit accuracyof the DAC
and error amplifier combination.This dependson the time
allotted for the pair to settle,The time budget of 35 ns makes
the amplifier the Iimiting speedcomponent in the system.
S i n c e t h e s a m p l e - a n d - h o l ds i g n a l r e a c h e s t h e e n o r
amplifier before the DAC signal, the amplifier is briefly
driven out of the active range.Schot&y clamps in the error
amplifier keep it out of saturation.Recoveryis fast enough
for the closed-loopbandwidth of q0 MHz to meet settling
requirements in the allotted time. The second pass uses
quantizersat their resolution limit: peakbin size deviations
up to 1/3 LSB may occur. As with the first pass,the time
requirement of 4 ns is easily met by the quantizers'
To summarize,the digitizer's performanceis the result of
four different custom IC designs used in nine places on a
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thin-film hybrid microcircuit (Fig, 16). The output is provided on ECL lines for high-speedtransmissionof information with a minimum of noise.
Design Considerations
The nature and complexity of the sample-and-holdand
digitizer circuitry dictated hybrid circuits. Pulse rise times
Iess than 1 ns and a sample-conversionprocess (sampleand-hold, first pass,DAC settling, second pass)that must
take placein 50 ns fit well with hybrid geometriesand their
microwave transmission line structures.Line widths and
Iengths are controlled so the timing is repeatableand well
defined.
The high density attainablewith hybrid techniques has
two other important features.By placing all components
close together,parasitic elementscan be reduced, ground
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ILloops can be minimized and referencescan be bypassedto
the "same" node. A quantizationresolution of 2 mV places
very stringent requirementson the cleannessofthe analog
ground referencesand power supply, Digitial switching
currents must be isolated and bypassedso referencesdo not
change. A thermal environment that allows the DAC and
feedback resistor to track each other is also important, and
close proximity with a minimum of packaging interfaces is
necessary.
Twelve watts of power must be removed from the digitizer hybrid with a minimum temperature rise at the IC
junctions, The hybrid is mounted in a finned aluminum
heat sink. Heat sink greaseis applied in dots just under the
ICs. This technique minimizes the effects of substrate
camber and results in the lowest thermal impedance. Infrared microscope measurements on this structure have
confirmed athermal impedanceof 15T/watt. This indicates
that the hottest transistor junction of a quantizer IC is only
20t above the ambient measrued at the back surface of the
heat sink. When the instrument is at maximum rated temperature,55t, the transistorjunction is at 105t, which is
excellent for reliability considerations.

An automatic gold thermosonic bonder is the assembly
technique for fabricatingthe 275 wire interconnects in the
digitizer circuit. This bonder was chosen more for repeatability, quality, and correct bond placement than cost of
circuit construction,
The digitizer and sample-and-hold hybrids are exactly
the same size and mounted in similar ways on their respective boards, A 1.65-mm-diametertube of silicon rubber
coveredby a KaptonrM film with etched conductors0'076
mm wide and 0.102-mm spacesis sandwiched between
mirrored pads on the board and substrate. This gives
mechanical alignment, current-handling capability for the
high dc bias currents, and a good RF match.
The sample-and-holdand digitizer printed circuitboards
are part of the ADC module, which is a stand-alone fiveboard set that requires only dc power and a single-phase
clock to perform the analog-to-digitalconversion.The other
three boards in the module are timing, redundancy, and
voltage referenceboards.
The timing board generates six different one- or twophase clock signals. Three of these,the sample-and-hold,
first-pass,and second-passclocks, require a very precise
..louRnnl19
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cooperation of Santa Clara Division's Integrated Circuit
Operation and Hybrid Departmentfor developing the processesand devices necessary.Special thanks must go to
Dave DiPietro for his expert IC consultation and to Kathi
Luiz for her patience in assembling the endless number
of "impossible" experimental hybrids throughout the
development.
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Fig. 16. Digitizerhybrid.
time relationship. The time spacingsare obtained by measuredcoaxialdelay lines and high-speedlogic ICsmadein a
s-GHz (f1) IC process.Thesegatesare used to generatethe
requiredfast rise times and to minimize the jitter that would
causeinstrument errors.
The redundancyboardtakesthe elevendatabits and two
extra carry bits from the digitizer and performs the
mathematicaloperation already describedto arrive at the
10-bit answer.
The voltagereferenceboard is a seriesof op amp voltage
sourcesfollowed by emitter followers for current output
capability. This board excludesnoise generatedby the rest
of the instrument systemand generatesprecisionreferences
required by the sample-and-holdand digitizer hybrids.
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MeasuringWaveformRecorder
Performance
by Bruce E. Peetz,Arthur S. Muto,and J. MartinNeil
HE KEY TO CONFIDENCEin the quality of a waveform recordet is assurancethat the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) encodesthe signal without degrading it. Dynamic tests that cover the frequency range
over which the converteris expectedto operatecan provide
that assurance.The results of the dynamic tests give the
usera model of resolutionversusfrequencyfor the recorder.
More elaboratemodels of failure mechanisms can be obtained by varying the conditions of the tests.
All of the dynamic tests used for the 5180A Waveform
Recorderuse sine wavesas stimulus. Sine waves were chosen primarily becausethey are the easist to generate in
practiceat the frequenciesof interestwith adequatefidelity.
While it may be possible to generatea square wave, for
example,whose function is known to the 10-bit resolution
of the 5180A, no square wave generatorsexist that can
guaranteethe same waveshapeto 10-bit resolution at 10
MHz from unit to unit. Another motivation for choosing a
sine wave stimulus is the simple mathematicalmodel a sine
function provides for analysis. This benefit greatly
simplifies the algorithms used for data analysis.
Four dynamic tests for waveform recorder characterizations are presented here: beat frequency testing,l histogram analysis,2sine wave curve fitting,3'a and discrete
finite Fourier transform.5The last three testsoperatein the
sameway, A sine wave sourceis supplied to the waveform
recorderand one or more records of data are taken. A computer is then used to analyze the data. The tests differ
primarily in the analysis algorithms and consequentlyin
the sort of errorsbrought to light. Critical to the successof
thesetestsis the purity of the sine wave source.Synthesized
sourcesare necessaryto provide the short-term and longterm stability required by the dynamic range of the ADC.
Passivefilters (a six-pole elliptical filter is used for 5180A
tests)arerequiredto eliminate harmonic distortion from the
source,
Thesetestsprovide the most stressfulconditions for the
ADC with the input signal amplitude at full scale.Generally
Wavetorm Recorder
under Test

fs+Af

t t.

-i-

,----a

r

Fig,2. Whentheinputfrequencyis c/oseto the samplerate
f,, the encoded resultls a/rasedto the differenceor beat
frequencyLf.
speaking,nonlinear effectsincreasemore quickly than the
signal level increasesbecauseof the nonideal large-signal
dc behavior of the ADC components and the higher slew
rates large amplitudes imply.
Beat Frequency Testing
The beat frequency and envelope tests are qualitative
tests that provide a quick, simple visual demonstrationof
ADC dynamic failures. An input frequencyis selectedthat
provides worst-cas.e
rangechangesand maximal input slew
rates that the ADC is expectedto see in use. The output is
then viewed on a display in real time.
The name "beat frequency" describesthe reasoningbehind the test.The input sinusoid is chosento be a multiple
of the samplefrequencyplus a small incrementalfrequency
(Fig. 1). Successivesamples of the input waveform step
slowly through the sine wave as a function of the small
differenceorbeatfrequency(Fig. 2). Ideally, the multiplicative properties of sampling would yield a sine wave of the
beat frequencydisplayed on the waveform recorder'sCRT.
Errors can be seenas deviations from a smooth sine function. Missing codes,for example, appear as local discontinuities in the sine wave. The oversizecodesthat accompany missing codesare seenas widening in the individual
codes appearing on the sine wave.
By choosing an arbitrarily low beat frequency, a slow
accurateDAC may be used for viewing the test output. For
best results,the upper limit on the beatfrequencychoiceis
set by the speed with which the beat frequency walks
through the codes.It is desirableto have one or more successivesamples at each code. This alleviates the settling

CRT
(Playback)
tsl2+Ll

'-----'---'--

f3

fs+At

Fig,1,

Input

Beat frequency test setup

Fig,3. Whenthe input frequency is near one-halfthe sample
rate, the envelope of the difference frequency results
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Full-ScaleSine Wave

98034A
HP-IB
Interface

Fig. 6. Setup for histogram test.

Fig.4. A beat frequencydisplayproducedby the S1B0A
Waveform
Recorder
witha 10.0031-MHz
inputfrequency
and
a 10-MHz
samplerate.Thesmoothsinewaveindicates
freedomfromdynamicerrors.
constrainton the DAC and ensuresthat the display covers
all possible code failures. For a 2O-MLIzsample rate and a
10-bit ADC, this implies a 3-kHz maximum beat frequency
for a minimum of one sample per code bin.
Although the usual input frequencyfor a beat frequency
test is near the sample rate, the analog bandwidth of the
ADC may be measuredby setting the carrierto a number of
different multiples of the sample rate. The band Iimit is
observedas a rolloff in amplitude asthe camierfrequencyis
increased.
The envelopetest differs from the beat frequencytest in
the choiceof input frequencythat the ADC encodes.Instead
of a multiple of the sample frequency,an input frequency
near one-halfthe samplerate is used. Now the ideal output
is two out-of-phasesinewavesat the beatfrequency(Fig. 3).
This meansthat successivesamples can be at the extreme
ends of the ADC range,which is useful for examining slew
problems that might not appear when successivesamples
are at adjacentcodes.To avoid placing the same stresson
the DAC used for display, a bank of D flip-flops removes
every other samplebeforethe data arrivesat the DAC. Thus
only one phase of the beat frequency remains.

Fig. 4 shows 5180A beat frequency test results for a
10.0031-MHz input sine wave sampled at 10 MHz. For
comparison, Fig. 5 shows a 10.0031-MHz sine wave being
sampled at 10 MHz by a commercially available B-bit,
20-MHz ADC.

HistogramTesting
A sine-wave-based histogram test provides both a
Iocalized error description and some global description of
the A-to-D converter. Using the histogram test, it is possible
to obtain the differential nonlinearity of the ADC, to see
whether any missing codes exist at the test frequency, and
to get a measure of gain and offset at the test frequency. Of
the sine-wave-based tests presented here, the histogram test
yields the best information about individual code bin size at
an arbitrary frequency.
A statistically significant number of samples of the input
sinusoid are taken and stored as a record (Fig. G). The
frequency of code occurrence in the record is then plotted as
a function of code. For an ideal ADC, the shape of the plot
would be the probability density function (PDF) of a sine
wave (Fig. 7) provided that the input and sample frequencies are relatively independent. The PDF of a sine wave is
given by:
nY(' \' . r' l -

1
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V=-A

Fig, 5. A beat frequency display for a commerciallyavailable
1)-MHz,9-btt ADC with a 10.0031-MHzinput.
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Fig. 7. Sine wave probability density function

V=A

where A is the sine wave amplitude and V is the independent variable (voltage). For a real ADC, fewer than the
expectednumber of occurrencesfor a given code bin indicatesthat the effectivecode bin width is smaller than ideal
at the input frequency.* No occunencesindicates that the
code bin width is zero for that input. A greater-thanexpectednumber of occurrencesimplies a larger-than-ideal
code bin width.
What is a statistically significant number of samples?We
can determine significance from probability theory. For a
given input PDF and record size,eachbin of an ideal ADC
has an expected number of occurrencesand a standard
deviation around that expectation. The confidence that the
number of occurrencesis closeto the expectationis equalto
the probability that the occurrencesfall within the appropriate number of standard deviations. The ratio of the standard deviation to the expectation (and thus the error for a
given confidence)decreaseswith more samples.To get the
confidence for the entire range, the probabilities for all
codes lying within the desired error are multiplied together.
For an ideal 1O-bitADC, 100,000sampleswould give us a
12% confidencethat the peak deviation from the input PDF
is lessthan 0.3 least-significantbit (LSB)and a 99.9%confidence that the peak deviation is less than 0.5 LSB. The
notion of confidence relies on the input's being a random
process. We can model the sine wave input as random
processonly if the input and sample frequenciesare relatively independent.
The specification of greatestinterest that can be calculated using the histogram test is differential nonlinearity.
Differential nonlinearity is a measureof how eachcodebin
varies in size with respectto the ideal:
Differential nonlinearity:

actual P fnth codel
-1
td""l pGtE;d"r

*H istogramtestingcan be thoughtof as a processof samplingand d igitizingthe input signal
and sortingthe digitizedsamplesinto bins.Each bin representsa singleoutputcode and
collectssampleswhosevaluesfall in a specificrange.The numberof occurrencesor samples collectedin each bin variesaccordingto the input signal.lf N is the numberof ADC
bits, there are 2N bins. ldeally,if B is the lul -scale range of the ADC in volts,each bin
correspondsto a rangeof samplesizescoveringB/2Nvolts.In a realADC,the binsmay not
all have the same width.
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Fig. 8. A 100,000-sample
histogramtor a 5180Awith a 9.85MHz sine wave input. All discontinuitiesare /ess than one
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Fig. 9. A 100,000-sanple
histogramplot for a commercially
available20-MHz,8-bit ADC with a 9.85-MHzinput. Large
differentialnonlinearities
and numerousmlssedcodes are
apparent.
where actual P(nth code) is the measured probability of
occurrence for code bin n, and ideal P(nth code) is the
ideal probability of occurrencefor codebin n. The codebin
number n goesfrom 1 to 2N,where N is the number of Af)C
bits. Using the probability of occurrenceeliminatesdependence on the number of samples taken. To calculate the
probability for each code in the actual data record, the
number of occurrencesfor each code is divided by the
number of samplesin the record. The ideal probability of
occurrenceis what an ideal ADC would generatewith a sine
wave input. For each code bin, this is the integral of the
probability density function of a sine wave over the bin:

-,",-,(*;#5
P(,'):
; (,'"-'(!e:?)1)

))

where n is the code bin number, B is the full-scale range of
the ADC, and N is the number of ADC bits. To avoid large
differencesin codeprobability causedby the sinusoid cusp,
a sine wave amplitude A is chosenthat slightly overdrives
the ADC.
A judicious choice of frequencyfor the input sinusoid in
this test is necessaryfor realistic test results. An input
frequency that is a submultiple of the sample frequency
violatesthe relative independencecriterion and will result
in sampling of the samefew codeseachinput cycle. Using
an input frequency that has a large common divisor with the
sample frequency generatessimilar problems since the
codesrepeatafter each cycle of the divisor frequency.Ideally the period of the greatestcommon divisor should be as
long as the record length.
A 51804 histogram is shown in Fig. B for an input sine
wave at LB5 MHz. For comparison,Fig. 9 showsdatafrom a
commerciallyavailable,B-bit20-MHz ADC for an input sine
wave at 9.85 MHz, while Fig. 10 shows data from an B-bit,
100-MHz ADC taken at 9.85 MHz.
Curve Fitting
The curve-fit test is a global description of the ADC. This
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Fig. 11. Setup for the curveJit test and the discrete finite
Fourier translorn (DFT) test.
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Fig. 10. A 100,000-sanple
histogramptot tor a 100-MHz,
B-bitADC with a 9.85-MHzinput sampledat 20 MHz. Exsine wave is not a UPD function, the UPD assumption is still
tremelylargedifferential
nonlinearities
and numerousmissed
valid
since it is locally applied over each code bin. The
codesare apparent.
meansthat the errors measuredby the test are averagedto
give a general measurementof the ADC transfer function.
The result of this test is a figure of merit called the number
of effectivebits for the ADC. The effectivebit number is a
general measureof how much an ADC's nonlinearity has
impaired its usefulnessat a given frequency.
The number of effective bits is obtained by analyzing a
record of data taken from a sine wave source(Fig. 11J.The
analysisconsistsof generatinga sine wave in softwarethat
is a best fit to the data record. Any differencebetween the
datarecordand the best-fitsine wave is assumedto be error
(Fig. 12).The standarddeviation ofthe errorthus calculated
is comparedto the error an ideal ADC of the samenumber of
bits might generate. If the error exceeds the ideal the
number of effective bits exhibited by the ADC is less than
the number of bits it digitizes.Errorsthat causedegradation
in this test are nonlinear effects such as harmonic distortion, noise, and aperture uncertainty. Gain, offset, and
phaseerrorsdo not affectthe results since they are ignored
by the curve-fit process.
The number of effectivebits is computed using expressions for averageerror as follows:
(qtJt"l t-t ut.ot)
Effectivebits: N-loe"
-\ rdeal rms error /
where N is the number of ADC bits. The ideal rms error is
not actually computed for the input waveform, but is assumed to be the quantization noise exhibited by an ideal
ADC with a uniform-probability-density(UPD) input such
as a perfecttriangle wave.The ideal error is found from the
expectationof squarederror for a rectangulardistribution.
A rectangular distribution is used since that representsa
UPD taken over an ideal codebin. The result thus obtained
is:

a

Ideal rms error :

-

deviation from a UPD over each code bin is very small, so
the errors in using sine waves to approximate UPD inputs
are negligible.
The actual rms error is simply the square root of the sum
of the squared errors of the data points from the fitted sine
wave. The actual rms error is given by:
m-12

E
- :

IL . x Ip - A c o s [ < , r t r * P ) - C ]

(1)

k:1
where E is the actual rms error, xl and tl are the data points,
m is the number of data points in the record, and the fitted
sine wave parameters are amplitude A, frequency or, phase
P. and offset C.
Equation 1 is also used to find the best-fit sine wave by
minimizing the error E. The enor is minimized by adjusting
the fit parameters: frequency, phase, gain, and offset. This is
done by taking the partial derivative of E in equation 1 with
respect to each of the four parameters. The error minimum
occurs when all of the derivatives are equal to zero. This
gives the four simultaneous equations:
mmm
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where Q is the ideal code bin width. Although the input
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Equations2 and 3 result from gain and offsetadjustments.
Theseare substitutedinto the other two equations,+ and 5,

Etfective Bits = 8.51
Cal. Amplitude 0.81
Cal. Frequency 9850320.9
Cal. Phase - 94.95
Cal. Oftset 509.31

I

Error Residue

Fig. 12. The first 20 pointsof the curve-fit data record and the
error residue from a fitted sine wave.
giving two nonlinear

equations:
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number of effective bits will vary linearly with both input
frequency and amplitude. If the input waveform is sampled
only at points ofconstant slew rate,such as zero crossings,
then the aperture uncertainty corresponds to the amount
that the effective bits decline as a function of slew rate.
Harmonic distortion is usually a nonlinear function of
amplitude and frequency. Its distinguishing characteristic
is the presenceof the harmonics (or aliased harmonics if the
fundamental is close to the Nyquist frequency) in the error
residue. The amplitudes of the harmonics can be extracted
by fitting the error residue with best-fit sine waves of the
important harmonic frequencies. The impact of noise and
aperture uncertainty in the presenceof large distortion errors can be assessedby effective bit values and error residues with the fitted harmonics removed.
The greatestpitfall in the curve-fit test is using an input
frequency that is a submultiple of the sample frequency.
Since the same codes are sampled at exactly the samevoltageseach cycle, the locally uniform probability distribution
assumptionis violated. In the worst case,a submultiple of
one-half, the quantization error would not be measurableat
all. From a practical standpoint, this also defeatsthe global
description of the test by sampling only a handful of codes.
Another potential pitfall is lack of convergence of the
curve-fit algorithm. There are a few occasions where this
can becomea problem, such aswhen the data is very poor or
the computational resolution is inadequate.
Fig. 12 shows the error plot for a 5180A curve-fit test
taken at a LB5-MHz input frequency. The number of effective bits associatedwith this error is 8.51.

i[cos1rt1+9-a]cos(art1+P)

k=1

whered':I )cos(rt1+p)
These are solved iteratively to give values for the parameters. The difference between the right and left sides of
equation 6 is defined as error parameterR and the difference
between the right and left sides of equation 7 is defined as
error parameter S. An approximation algorithm using a
first-order Taylor seriesexpansion drives R and S to zero.
This approximation algorithm requires an initial guess for
frequency and phase close to the solution to ensure convergence to the best-fit sine wave. For frequency, the frequency ofthe generatoroutput in Fig. 11 is used as a guess.
For phase,a guessis basedon an examination of the data
record by a software routine.
Although the result of this processis a single figure of
merit, some enlightenment can be gained about the error
components in the ADC by varying the test conditions.
White noise produces the same degradationregardlessof
input frequency or amplitude. That is, the error term in
equation 1 is independent of test conditions for this sort of
error. Another way of identifying noise in this test is by the
randomnessin the error residue,or the differencebetween
the best-fit sine wave and the data taken.
Aperture uncertainty is identifiable becauseit generates
an error that is a function of input slew rate. When this is the
dominant error causing a low number of effectivebits, the

FFT Testing
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is used to characterize
an ADC in the frequency domain in much the sameway that
a spectrum analyzer is used to determine the linearity of an
analog circuit. The data output for both techniques is a
presentation of the magnifude of the Fourier spectrum for
the circuit under test. Ideally the spectrum is a single line
that representsthe pure sine wave input and is devoid of
distortion components generated by the circuit under test.
There are, however, significant differences between the
spectrum analyzer and ADC spectra becauseof the sampling operation of the ADC.
The Fourier transform of a signal x(t) that is continuous
for all time is defined as

X(0 :

"L-

-izrrtd1
x(t)e

and includes the amplitude and phaseof everyfrequencyin
x(t). The Fourier transform cannot be used in this form for
an ADC, however, becausex(t) is only digitized at a finite
number of points, M, spacedAt apart.Instead,the discrete
finite transform (DFT) must be used. It is defined as
M-1

XD(0 :
)o*t."A0e-izzrr(mAt)41
There are significant differences between X(f) and XD(f).
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Fourier Transtormof Time Window

Fig. 13. Time-domain and frequen cy -domain rep resentations
of rectangular and Hanning windows.

While X(f) has infinite spectralresolution, XD(f) has a discrete frequency resolution of Af : 1/MAt becauseof the
finite number of points in the datarecord.The finite record
size also accountsfor another differencebetween X(fl and
XD(f) whenever a nonintegral number of cycles of X(t) is
contained in the record. Since the DFT assumesthat the
record repeatswith a period of MAt (to satisfy the Fourier
transform condition that x(t) be continuous for all time)
sharp discontinuities at the points where the start of one
recordjoins the end ofthe precedingrecord causethe spectral componentsof X(f) to be spread or smearedin )fD(fl.
The smearing, called leakage,can be explained as follows. The finite record size of x(t) can be consideredthe
consequenceof multiplying x(t) by a rectangularfunction
having unity amplitude during the time period MAt that the
record is acquired and zero amplitude elsewhere.Since
multiplication of two functions in one domain [time, in this
case)is equivalentto convolution in the other,the spectrum
of XD(f)is derived by convolving X(f) with W(f), the Fourier
transform of the rectangularfunction. W(0 is the familiar
sinx/x function (seeFig. 13 for lW(0 l), consisting of a main
Iobe surroundedby a seriesof sidelobeswhose amplitudes
decayat a 6-dB-per-octave
rate.It is thesesidelobesthat are
responsiblefor leakage.Even if the spectrum of X(fl is a
single line, the sidelobesof W(f) during the convolution
smearthe energy in the single line into a seriesof spectral
lines spaced1/MAt apart whenever the frequency of x(t) is
not an integral multiple of 1/MAt.
Leakagecan be reduced by multiplying the data in the
record by a windowing function that weights the points in
the centerof the recordheavily while smoothly suppressing
the points near the ends. Many different windowing functions exist that offer various tradeoffsof amplitude resolution versus frequency resolution. A function commonly
used with sine waves is the Hanning window, defined by
117;1r-coszinlM\t) l. trtoticein Fig. 13 that both the window and its derivative approachzero at the two ends of the
recordand that the transform'smain lobe is twice aswide as
that of the {ectangularfunction, while the amplitudes of the
sidelobes decay by an additional 12 dB per octave. The
reduced level of the sidelobes reduces leakage, but the
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Perfect10 Bit ADC
S/N Ratio=6'1.9
Theoretical S/N=61.8

-60 dB

Perfect 6 Bit ADC
S/N Ratio=37.9
TheoreticalS/N=37.8dB

012345678910
(MHz)
F.equency
Fig. 14. FFT plots for 0.85-MHz data quantized by pertect
1)-bit (top) and 6-bit (bottom) ADCs. The signallo-noise ratio
computed in each case agrees closely with the theoretical
value of 6N+ 7.8 dB where N ls the number of ADC bits.

the noise floor, the harmonic level, and the spurious level.
Two classesof noise sourcesdetermine the level of the
noise floor. The first is called quantizationnoise.This is the
error, bounded by +lzLSB, that is inherent in the quantization of the input amplitude into discretelevels. As can be
seen in Fig. 14, even ideal ADCs have noise floors determined by quantizationnoise.The higher the number of bits,
the smaller the error bound and, therefore, the lower the
noise floor.
All real-life ADCs have noise floors that are higher than
that solely from quantization noise. The second class of
noise sourceincludes wideband noise generatedwithinthe
ADC, along with other sources.In a parallel-ripple ADC, for
example, such things as misadjustment between the firstpass and second-passranges (exceedingthe redundancy
range)or inadequateDAC settling can causelocalized code
errors or differential nonlinearities in the ADC's static
transfer function. Furthermore, localized code errors can
increase in amplitude and in the number of codes affected
under dynamic input conditions. Aperture jitter is another
major source of dynamic error; the magnitude of this
localized code error is dependentupon the slew rate ofthe
input at the time of sampling. Each of theselocalized code
errors can be modeled as a sharp discontinuity in the time
domain that when transformed into the frequency domain
results in a broad spectrum that raises the height of the
FREQUENCY=9.85MHz CHANNELA (1 volt Range)
noise floor abovethat causedby quantization noise alone.
P E A K C A R R I E R4: . 5 d B m
-59.6
The second feature of the DFT-derived spectrum that
dBc
PEAK NOISE:
LIMIT: -46 dBc
indicates an ADC's level of dynamic performance is the
Fundamental
harmonic content. Static and dynamic integral nonI
linearities causecurvature in the ADC's transfer function. If
.o -20
tt
the input frequency fio is much lower than the Nyquist
o
-30
frequency (fs/2),then the harmonic componentswill be in
o
J
-40
the expectedlocations: 2f1rr,3fir' etc. If, on the other hand,
Test Limit
o
the harmonics of fin are greaterthanf"lz,then thesefrequen.9 -qn
2nd Harmonic
3rd Harmonic\
,cies will be aliased onto componentsbelow fr/2. Take, for
cl
o
(f.) ADC with an
instance,
a 20-megasample-per-second
-70
input of 9.85 MHz, The second harmonic at 19.7 MHz is
-80
aliased to 0.3 MHz. the third harmonic at 29.55 MHz is
-90
'1
aliasedto 9.55MHz, the fourth at 39.4MHz is aliasedto 0.6
23456789
MHz, and so on,
FrequencY(MHz)
Caremust be exercisedin selectingthe input frequency
for the DFT test.An incorrectly chosenfrequencycan alias
F R E Q U E N C Y = 0 . 9M
5 H z C H A N N E LA
10
one of its harmonic components onto the fundamental and
F u n d a m e n t a l P E A K C A R R I E R : 5 . 0d B m
therebyunderstatethe harmonic distortion (in the example
-59.3
0
dBc
PEAK NOISE:
above, an input of exactly 5 MHz would place the third
L I M I T :- 5 9 d B c
harmonic at the fundamental frequency). The input frequency should be chosen so that the harmonics are far
enough away to be easily resolvablefrom the fundamental,
whose
energy has been spread into several adjacentbins
Limit
Test
(1/MAt locations) by the Hanning window. This accounts
forthe 0.1S-MHzoffsetfrom 10 MHz used inthe exampleof
Fig. 14.
The third feature of the DFT-basedspectrumthat is indicative of the ADC's level of dynamic performance is the
spurious content. Spurious componentsare spectral comI
10
7
8
4
5
6
3
o
1
2
ponentsthat are not harmonically related to the input. For
(MHz)
FrequencY
example,a strong signal nearthe ADC may contaminatethe
ADC's
analog ground somehow and thereby appearin the
Fig. 15. DFT plotsfor the51B0Awithinputfrequenclesof 9.85
The nearby signal will not only appearas itself,
spectrum.
distortion
MHz(top) and 0.95 MHz (bottom). Thelow harmonic
but becauseof nonlinearitieswithin the ADC, can combine
indicates very low integral nonlinearity.

wider main lobe limits the ability to resolveclosely spaced
frequencies.Furthermore, the shape of the main Iobe can
attenuatethe spectralamplitudes of X(f) by as much as 1.5
dB. However, for the DFT testing to be describedhere, the
Hanning window was selectedas a good compromisebetween frequency and amplitude resolution.
The third difference between the spectraof X(fJ and XD(f)
is the limited rangeof frequenciesdisplayed for XD(fJ.The
sampling process causesthe two-sided spectrum of X(f),
symmetrical about the origin, to be replicated at the sampling frequency f, and at all of its harmonics. If X(f) contains
components that exceed f./2, then these components are
folded back,or aliased,onto spectrallines below f., causing
aliasing errors. The frequency fr/2 is sometimescalled the
Nyquist frequency, referring to the Nyquist criterion, which
requires the sampling rate to be twice the highest frequency
presentin the input signal to definethe waveform uniquely.
The result is that the spectrum of XD(f) is displayed only
from dc to fr/Z and the maximum input frequency must be
limited to less than f./2 to avoid aliasing.
Fig. 1a presents the magnitude of the spectra derived
from the DFT for perfect rO-bit and 6-bit ADCs given a pure
sinusoidal input. Useful information about the ADCs' performance can be derived from three features of the spectra:
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Fig. 16. DFT piotsfor a 20-MHz, B-bitADC (top) and a 100MHz, B-bitADC (bottom).FulLscaleinput sine wavesat 9.85
MHz were sampled at a rate of 20 MHz. The high levels ol
harmonic distortion indicate severe inteoral nonlinearities.

Error

Histogram

with the input signal to form sum and difference terms
resulting in intermodulation distortion.
The combined effectsof noise floor, harmonic distortion
and spurious errors are reflected in the ADC's rms signalto-noise ratio, which can be derived from the DFT magnitude spectrum.The signal energy is determined by summing the energy in all the bins associatedwith the fundamental. The noise energy is the sum of the energy in all
other bins. By taking the logarithm of the ratio of signal
energy to noise energy and multiplying by 20, the signalto-noiseratio for the ADC can be calculated.An ideal N-bit
ADC having quantizationnoise only is theoreticallyknown
to havea signal-to-noise
ratio equalto (6N+1.8)dB, which
sets an upper bound. A signal-to-noiseratio below this
ideal limit is indicative of errors of all types that the ADC
produces.
The FFT test setup is presentedin Fig. 11. A full-scale
sine wave of a properly chosenfrequencyis applied to the
ADC under test. The low-pass filter ensures a spectrally
pure input. A 1024-pointrecord sampled at the maximum
sampling rate is then taken and given to the computer,
which calculates the DFT using an FFT algorithm. The
spectral magnitude is plotted as a function of frequency.
Fig. 15 shows the graphical outputs for the 51804 for
full-scalesine wave inputs at 0.95MHz and 9.85MHz. As
might be expected,the distortion increaseswith increasing
frequency. Harmonic and spurious components are typically betterthan -60 dBc below l MHz and -54 dBc at 9.BS
MHz. The latter spectrum at 9.85 MHz is the frequencydomain representationfor one of the most demanding tests
of an ADC, called the envelopetest, which was described
earlier.
Fig. 16 presents,for comparison,the test resultsfor commercially available digitizers: a 20-megasample-persecond, B-bit ADC and a 100-megasample-per-second,
10-bit ADC with a full-scale, 9.85-MHz sine wave input,
sampled at 20 megasamplesper second, The numerous
Iargeharmonic components,both odd and even,are indica-
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Fig, 17. Summary of the effors
exposed by the dynamic tests.

tive of severe harmonic distortion errors resulting from
integral nonlinearity in the transfer functions of both of
these ADCs.
A rule of thumb has evolved that uses the DFT-based
spectrum as a quick overview of an N-bit ADC's dynamic
performance. If all harmonic and spurious components are
at least 6N dB below the full-scale amplitude of the fundamental, then the ADC is performing satisfactorily, since
eacherror componenthasapeak-to-peakamplitude smaller
than an LSB. If, on the other hand, harmonic or spurious
componentsarelessthan 6N dB down, or if the noisefloor is
elevated,then other tests can be performed that are better at
isolating the particular integral and differential nonlinearity errors. In particular, the FFT test can be followed by the
histogram test or the beat frequencytest (or envelopetest),
as conditions warrant.
Conclusion
The four sine-wave-basedADC tests describedprovide
information about the quality of any recorder. The testsmay
be used to isolate specific failures, even at high speedand
fine resolution (Fig. 17).The testsare simple to run, requiring only a synthesizedgeneratorand an HP-IB computer.
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for a
Time BaseRequirements
WaveformRecorder
by Steven C. Bird and Jack A. Folchi

oR AN ANALOG-TO-DTGITAL CONVERTER(ADC)
to digitize an input waveform accurately, there must
be a time base or referenceoscillator to provide a
clock. The 5180A
continuous, stable,sampling or ENCODE
Waveform Recorder contains a room-temperature, lownoise, fundamental-modecrystal oscillator operating at a
frequency of zo MHz. There is also provision for selecting
an external, user-suppliednNcoon clock.
Time Base StabalityRequirements
If the stability of the sampling clock is not good enough,
then one or more of the least-significantbitsof the digitized
result will be in error. In specifying the stability of an
oscillator, two areasneed to be identified. They are longterm stability, called drift or aging, and short-term stability.
Other namesfor short-term stability arejitter, cycle-to-cycle
jitter, close-inphasenoise, AUt,and Af/f. All of theseterms

mean the samething. They specify the degreeto which an
oscillator will produce exactly the same frequency over a
given short amount of time, usually less than one second.
This article will concentratemainly on short-term stability,
since that has the greatesteffecton the sampling processof
a waveform recorder.
Since the cycle-to-cyclejitter of an oscillator alters the
time between samplesin an ADC, there is a direct relationship between phase noise of an oscillator and amplitude
errors in the ADC conversion process.Ideally this phase
noise should not produce more than one-half leastsignificant bit (LSB) of amplitude error under worst-case
conditions. These conditions include maximum sample
ratefs,maximum recordlength or maximum amount of data
storage M, and maximum frequency and amplitude of the
input signal vlrr(t). According to Nyquist's sampling
theorem,if a signal is being sampled at a rate f., then it is
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possibleto reconstructthe signal only if the bandwidth of
the sampled signal is no greaterthan fr/z. Thus for worstcaseanalysisthe input signal v1[t) can be describedas:
vin(t) : Asin (Zrtf"l2)

(1)

where A is equalto one-halfthe full-scaledynamic rangeof
the ADC. The maximum amplitude error occurswhen sampling the input signal at the zero crossings,where its slope
is maximum. The slope of the input signal is given by:
dvi,(t)/dt : Qrrt"l2)Acos(2rlf"l2)

(z)

At t:0, the slope of v1(t) is A2rf"lZ volts/second.
As the number of ADC bits increases,the changeof vlrr(t)
betweenbit representationsdecreasesand we can approximate the maximum slope between samples of v6(t) as
A2Tfsl2with increasingaccuracy.As an example,for seven
bits, the differencebetweenthe actualslopeand the approximation is only 0.001/'. Thus the amplitude error in volts is:
Avi,(t) : AI(Azrfslz)

that varying the sample rate affects the white phase noise
floor processonly, not the flicker-of-frequencyprocess.
Fig. 1b shows a family of requirementcurvesobtainedby
holding the sample rate and memory length constant and
varying the number of ADC bits. This effectsboth the white
phasenoise floor processand the flicker-of-frequencyprocess.Fig. 1c shows a family of requirementcurvesobtained
by holding the sample rate and number of bits in the ADC
constantand varying the memory length from BK samples
to 64K samples.Note that varying the memory length affects only the flicker-of-frequencyprocess.
Dividing o*(r) by z, thereby normalizing to the measurement duration, yields a parameterknown as orr(z),where y
is equal to At/t. Transforming o*(z) to or(r) is necessaryto
1o - e

fs= 1 MHz
1 o -1 0

fs= 2 MHz

(3)

fs= 5 MHz
fs= 10 MHz

Since the peak-to-peakamplitude of the input signal is
2,\ and is equal to the full dynamic range of the N-bit ADC,
the maximum allowable voltage error of % LSB is:
Avirr(t)maximum : yrLSB : 2612N+t

e)

Equatingthe last two equationsaboveand solving for At
yields an expressionfor the maximum allowable time base
error or jitter:
At maximum -- U(2N+1rts12)

fs= 20 MHz
White Phase Noise
Floor Process
1o-12
1o-6
(a)
1o-e

t5)
1O-

At is in units of secondsand is a peak value. Since the
actual oscillator jitter is a random statisticalprocesswith a
Gaussiandistribution. we needto convertAt to an rms value
to comparethe theoreticalphase noise requirementswith
the measured phase noise. If we equate At maximum to
2.5o*, where o* is the standard deviation of the Gaussian
random variable x : At, then the actual value of At can be
expectedto be less than our maximum At 98.Z6"/oof the
time.
The actual At is a function of the time interval r over
which At is measured.The waveform recorder needs an
oscillatorfor which o*(r) is lessthan 0.4x [At maximum) for
r equal to the maximum duration of a waveform recorder
measurementusing the maximumADC sampling rate.This
duration is the product of the minimum sampleperiod and
the maximum amount of data storage.Since the maximum
amount of memory is fixed, longer measurementdurations
are obtained only by using slower sample rates. Since
equation 5 shows a linear decreasein o*(r) as the sample
rate is lowered and there is a linear increasein measurement duration, the requirement on o*(r) relaxes linearly
with unity slope for slower sample rates.
In Fig. 1a o* is plotted as a function of r, which correspondsto measurementduration. The line with zero slope
is called a white phase noise floor process.The unity
slope line is called a flicker-of-frequency process. Note
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Fig. 1. Time base stability requirement as a function of (a)
sample rate, (b) number of ADC bits, and (c) memory length.

put the jitter requirement curves into a form that can be
comparedto measuredvalues.Figs. 2a,2b, and 2c show the
same time-domain requirements as Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c
expressedusing or(r). The white phasenoise floorprocess
now has a slope of -1 and the flicker-of-frequencyprocess
has a slope of zero. A technique for measuring or(r) is
describedlater in this article.
The most common representationof phasenoise is in the
frequency domain, where it is known as E(f)' c(f) is described as the power ratio of a single phase-modulation
sidebandto the total signal power, referencedto the carrier
on a spectral-densitybasis.E(f) is measured in units of
dBc/Hz and is most commonly plotted as a function of

frequency offset from the carrier. Since Af/fis equivalent to
AUt,the ADC time-domain jitter requirementcurves,Fig. 1,
canbe transformedinto frequency-domainc(f) requirement
curves,I
Figs. 3a,3b, and 3c show a waveformrecorder'soscillator
requirement curves transformed into the frequency domain. It is instructive to note that when the sample rate is
varied by a factor of two, there is a 6-dB shift in the noise
floor process.Each time the record Iength changesby a
factor of two, there is a 6-dB shift in the flicker-of-frequency
process.There is a 6:dB shift in both processesfor each
additional bit in the ADC.
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as a function of (a) sample rate, (b) number of ADC bits, and
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as a functionof (a) sample rate, (b) number of ADC bits,and
(c) memory length.
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Measurlng Oscillator Phase Noise
Now that the phase noise requirements for an oscillator
used in a waveform recorder are known, somemeasurement
techniques will be described. There is no easy way to measurecycle-to-cyclejitter ofan oscillatordirectly sinceit is a
short-term phenomenon. First let us define cycle-to-cycle
jitter, better known as instantaneous fractional frequency
deviation, Any frequency soruce can be describedas,
f(0 : [A" + a6]cos[zzf"t + O(t)]
where
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nominal amplitude (volts)
amplitude fluctuations (volts)
nominal frequency (Hz)
phase fluctuations in radians.

The instantaneous frequency can be expressedas the time
derivative of the instantaneous phase.
d.
," : rt[z"r"t
+ o(0]:2do + ;id . [d(t)]
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Normalizing the above to <,ro,the instantaneous fractional
frequency deviation can be expressedas

vLo:
+$torot

called for by the 5390A software.One must also realizethat
the bandwidth of the circuit driven by the oscillator under
test may be quite different from the measurement
bandwidth. This can be compensated for by scaling the
white phase noise floor requirement by a factor of

\6v,1,l8Wr,
where BW2 is the bandwidth of the driven circuit and BW1
is the measurement bandwidth,
Fig. 4a shows the time-domain requirement for an oscillator in a2}-lvftlz waveform recorder with a 10-bit ADC and
a maximum record length of tGK samples. The circuit
driven by the oscillator has a bandwidth of t GHz while the
HP 53904 has a measruementbandwidth of t00 kHz. Therefore, the white phase noise floor process must be scaled by
a factor of r0o. The flicker-of-frequency process is bandwidth-independent. The dashed line shows the sensitivity
limit of the I{P 5390A. Fig. b shows that both of the curves
in Fig. 4a transform to the samefrequency-domain requirement. Since the HP 5390A normalizes its frequency-domain
measurementsto a 1-Hz bandwidth, one can directly compare this measurement to the oscillator performance requirements curve without scaling any process.
Fig. 4 illustrates that the HP 53904 systemcannot measure the full range of interest for an oscillator used in a
waveform recorder. A recently introduced product that can

(B)

One way of measuring this is by making use of statistics.
This entails measuring the average frequency f"u* for n
measurements at a given time interval r. The fractional
frequency deviation for that time interval is then

I 0-6
HP 5390A
Sensitivity Limit
(yo=10 kHz)
10-7
f"= 20 MHz
in= 10 MHz
M=16K
N= 10 Bits

yi:(f",e-fi)/fi.
ou(z) is then given by:
1o - 8

or(r) :

(Yi+r -Yi)2

Repeating this for several different averaging times
yields a graph ofo"(r) versus r. The HP 5390A Frequency
Stability Analyzer performs this measurement.The system
requires mixing the output of the oscillator under test with a
user-suppliedreferenceto produce a beat frequency of 10
Hz to 100 kHz. The output of the mixer contains sum and
difference frequencies. The sum is filtered out while the
difference is passedto a frequency counter. Since the measured phasenoise is a result of the noise of both oscillators
(total noise is equal to the square root of the sum of the
squarednoise contributions),the referenceoscillator noise
must be equal to or better than that of the oscillator under
test. For example, if the two are equal in quality, the oscillator under testis 1,414times quieter than the measurement
indicates.The HP 5390A systemcan display either ou(r) in
the time domain or single-sidebandphasenoise c (f) in the
frequency domain. Converting measured results between
the two domains demonstratesthat the sameinformation is
obtained by measurementstaken in either domain. When
converting, one must be careful to use the same bandwidth
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measurethe full range is the HP 3047A Automatic Spectrum Analyzer System.It measuresonly c(f) and provides a
fast continuous frequency measurement system with a
much lower systemnoise floor. The continuous frequency
measurementallows much easierdetection of bright lines
in an oscillator'soutput. The 30474 double-balancedmixer
requiresa +1s-dBm drive level on one input port. The other
port can havea lower drive level, but the systemnoisefloor
degradesproportionally with drive levels below +15 dBm.
In measuringthe oscillatorin the 5180A WaveformRecorder, external low-noise amplifiers are required to increase
the -0.5 dBm oscillator output to the + 15 dBm required by
the 3047A mixer inputs.
A second5180A oscillator was modified to allow it to be
phase-locked.The measuredresults are shown in Fig. 5.
Once the requirementsfor €(f) are derived (Fig. ab), and
the oscillator's phase noise performanceis measured(Fig,
5), one can easily comparethe two. In general,meeting the
corner frequency requirements for a family of curves such
as Fig. 4b is not a problem,and this is the casefor the 5180A.
On a single-measurementbasis, phase-locking the oscillator to a referencefor better long-term stability will not
improve the ADC's performance,since this only improves
the oscillator's performance inside the corner frequency
(i.e., close to the carrier).Eliminating everything closer to
the carrier than the corner frequency leads to an overall
simplification of the relationship between bit resolution
and the white phase noise floor process;the relationship
becomes6 dB/bit.Knowing this, one can derive the theoretical bit resolution as a function of input frequency for a
constant (measured)noise floor, as shown in Fig. 6. This
can be throught of as bit compressioncausedby the noise
floor process.
The ADC performancecurve of Fig. 6 can be measuredby
making use of a sine wave curve-fit test (seearticle, page
21).This test is setup such that all of the ADC output codes
(bit representations)are exercised. This requires the

Fig. 5. 57804 WaveformRecorder time base osci//ator performance.

amplitude of virr(t)to be full-scale and the input frequency
to be nonharmonically related to the sample frequencyf..
The beat frequencyand the memory record length must be
such that all codes are captured at least once. Since the
slope of vlrr(t)is a cosine wave and is sampledthroughout
the full cycle, the slopeused in equations2 and 3 should be
an rms value. Using an rms factor of V2 shifts both processes of the time-domain requirementsof Figs. 1 and 2 up by a
factor of \4 This shiftsboth processesof c(f) in Fig. 3 up by
3 dB. Fig, 6 shows a one-half-bitincreasein bit resolution
that one can expect as a result of the sine wave curve fit.
This assumesno noise from other sourcesof rms error such
as differential nonlinearities,missing codes,integral nonlinearities, or aperture uncertainty. The test results are a
combination of all these sourcesof uncertaintv.
lmproving Stability
What happens when one measuresan oscillator and it
doesn'tmeet specificationsin someway? What can one do
to improve each process? Knowing what circuitry affects
eachprocessenablesthe designerto improve eachprocess.
The white phase noise floor is causedsolely by the noise
floor of the active device. Thus, if the noise floor is to be
improved, design with an active device that has a lower
noisefloor. It is important to note that any successivestages
must havea noisefloor at leastaslow asthat of the oscillator
stageto avoid degradingthe noise floor performanceof the
oscillator. The flicker-of-frequencyprocess, 1/F, has two
contributing processes.The first is a 1/P processcausedby
the crystal, which can be modeled as a second-order
bandpassfilter. By using a crystal with a higher Q or an
active device with improved linearity one can improve the
1/fi process and thus the comer frequency; this may be
required when one increasesmemory length, The other
contributing processis 1/f noise. This processis not well
understood,but is generally significant around dc in the
spectrum.Becauseof nonlinearities in the active device or
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Fig. 6. Theoreticalworst-caseeffectivebit resolutionof the
51B0Aforitsmeasured
noisefloorof -148 dB (Fig.5).Eftective bits measuredin the sinewavecurveJittestare y2bit
better.
devices,a mixing action causesthis 1/f noise to appearnear
the carrier.Using an active device with improved linearity
will also improve corner frequency.Nonlinearities in successivestagescan also causemixing and degradednoiseby
mixing 1/F noise further with the signal.
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Displayand MassStoragefor Waveform
Recording
by ChristinaM. Szetoand MichaelG. Detro
HE 5181A DISPLAY/TAPESTORAGEMODULE,
Fig. 1, is a companion instrument to the 51804
Waveform Recorder. It provides a high-resolution
CRT for waveform display and a cartridge tape unit for
recordingdigitized waveformsonto magnetictapedatacartridges.The 5181,{ is designedfor both benchand field use.
With mass storage and a display, it is possible to make
measurementson location and bring them back into a lab
for analysis.
In the 5181A, two OEM instruments from Hewlett-
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Packard, combined with careful product and software definitions, provide the capabilitiesneeded.The first of these
two instruments is the 13324 Display. The 13324 is a
high-quality display with a spot size of 0.30mm. This gives
a pleasing, sharp picture of most waveforms.
The secondof the two instruments is the 991bA Modular
Computer.l it contains both the data cartridge and the
operating system of the HP-85 Desktop Computer.By adding a dedicatedprogramresidentin ROM inside the S91bA,
the computer is customized to control the flow of data

Becausethe user may want to analyze the data by
computer,the 5181A datatapecan alsobe readby an HP-BS,
HP 9835,or HP 9845 DesktopComputer.This allows postprocessing of the data at a site remote from the 51B0Ai
5181A.2

Fig. 1. Ihe HP 5181A DisplaylTapeStorage Module is a
companioninstrumentto the 5180AWaveformRecorder.
between the 99154 and the 51804. This dedicates the
9915A to the 51814 task.

Features
One data cartridge stores 64K 51804 data words plus
associatedfront-panel setups.Waveform data is stored in
any of four files on the tape with eachfile providing storage
spacefor 16K 5180A data points (Fig. 2). Eachfile is structured to mirror the 16K in the 51804. For convenience,
the 51814 can store waveform data of different lengths
simultaneously on the sametape file.
The tape is overwrite-protected so that important data
won't be accidentallydestroyed.The 5181Arespondsto an
attempt to record over existing data with an error message.
If the user really does want to destroy the old data, the
PURGELOC function can be used.
51804 waveform data that has been recorded onto a
5181A cartridge can be read back to any 51804 using the
PLAYBACKfunction. Besides writing the waveform data to
the 51804, the 51814 also returns the 5180A front-panel
settings to the values used to record the waveform. This
means that the original measurement may be as easily interpreted in the laboratory as it was when the measurement
was made.

I n s i d et h e 5 1 8 1 A
The mechanical design combines the two OEM units,
extends the package length to that of the 5180,4',adds
mechanicalstrength,and makesit possibleto tie the 5181,A,
and stB0A together.The additional length allows room to
store the cablesthat interconnectthe 5181A to the 5180A.
The design of the dedicatedoperatingprogram was constrained to use the four 99154 softkeysplus the shift key.
Using relatively simple interaction with the 5180A, the
5181A can enablethe 5180,4'so that the user can set recording parametersusing the 5180A'sdata entry knob and then
initiate action with the 51814. To help the first-time user,
the 51804 has pull-out instruction cards that indicate the
correct operation of both the 5180A and the 5181A.
The BASICoperatingsystemofthe 9915A offeredseveral
featuresto facilitate the 51814 design. For example, the
languagemakesthe softkeyseasyto use. The 5181,t takes
advantageofthis by settingup a routine that correspondsto
each key (Fig. 3a). The main dedicatedoperating program
establishesthe Iinkagesbetweenthe keys and the execution
routines.
The 9915A treats the program ROM as a mass storage
device like a tape or disc. To conservememory, one of the
data transfer routines (STORE)and the tape initialization
routine are brought into the machine from the ROM only
when needed (Fig. 3b). This makes it possible to transfer
16K-word records to and from the 5180A with only the
standard 16K memory in the 9915,t.
\A/hena softkey is pressed,the program jumps to the
specified execution subroutine,where two things happen.
First, all keysare disabledexceptthe CLEARFUNCTION
key.
This makes sure that the function completes or aborts
cleanly. Second,the executionroutine either completesthe
function itself or loads the necessarydata transfer routine
from the ROM and executesit. Becauseof the powerful
HP-IB* and mass storage features of ggrsA BASIC, the
entire 5181A program fits in less than 10K bytes.
The 51814 must communicatewith the 51804 to send
and receivedataand to control which block of memory gets
.Hewlett-Packard
InterfaceBus, HP's implementation
of IEEEStandard488 (1978).

51804
High-Speed
Memory

5180A
Wavetorm
Storage
Files
F i l e3

Fig.2. 5181A file structure.Several records of different lengths
can be stored in the same 16K file.
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Conclusion
The 51814 design required 11 months from initial conception to release.Its speedydevelopmentwas made possible by keeping the definition a simple, easily understandable analogof the 5180A,and by making useof OEM components. The powerful language and I/O capabilities of the
S915A Modular Computer made the programming job fast
and lowered the risk of software emors.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3, (a) The 5181A executes a routine for each front-panel
softkey. (b) To conserve memory, some other routines are
brought into main memory from the progran ROM only when
needed.
transferred. To do this, it makes use of the 5180A's teach
and learn commands and its binary data input and output.
Since it is possible for the link connecting the two units to
be disconnected, the 5181A checks the link as part of its
power-up self-test. If it finds an error here or at any other
time, it reports the problem to the user by calling an error
routine that flashes an error code on the eight light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) on the front panel. Interpretation of the error
codes is on the pull-out instruction cards.
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